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Part[
Overview

Introduction:
bATime
for
Rethinking

At 7

c

In November 1972 educators from several parts of the United States met at the
University of North Dakota, to discuss some common concerns about the narrow
accountability ethos that had begun to dominate schools and to share what many
believed to be more sensible means of. both documenting and assessing children's
learning Subsequent meetings, much sharing of evaluation information, and
finaellcial and moral support from the Rockefeller Brothers Fund have all con:
tributed to keeping together what is now called the North Dakota Study Group on-
Evaluation A major goal of the' Study:. Group, beyond support for individual
participants and programs, is to provide materials for teachers, parents, school
administrators' and governmentardecision-makers (within State Education
Agencies and the U S Office Of Education) that might encourage reexamination of
a range of evaluation issues and perspectives about schools and schooling
and Evaluation. New Views represents one effort in this direction. '

'hat-will be clear to 'readers of this bulletin is that the individual writers are
deeply involved in schools This accounts for their intensity They view evaluation,'
testing issues as partiLlarty important because they know these issues seriously
affect children, parents and ,teachers, oftentimes adversely All our writers can
provide many examples :t.f children who, as .a result of standardized testing
programs, were labeled negatively learners From firsthand experience our
writers know of classrooms where normative testing and other narrow evaluation
measures limited the quality of human relationships, where teachers felt forced to
effect a segmented curriculum with children engaged much of the day completing
paper-pencil "skill" worksheets inorder to :'improve" test scores where the
potential for children's growth as learners was minimal becaUse so much time was
spent on what was most measurable, not on what was'most meaningful It will also
be clear that the writers believe strongly in evaluation, viewing it as a critical
process for growth, not onlyefor individual Children and teachers but for
educational programs as a whole

The contributors share an open-clasroom orientation interactiva rather than
behaviorist toward education They believe that learning is a personal matter
and has an intentional quality, that it varies for .different children, that it proceeds
'best when children are ac,tivelyengagefl,,that it takes place in a variety of enyiron-,
ments in and out of the school and is enhanced in a supportive'setrind, where
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children are taken seriously They favor an integrated curric lum and an active
decision-making role for teachers' .

The bulletin is or'ganized into three section-s (1) An° Ove view, (2) Testing
Problems and'Possibilkles, arid.44) Some Examples of Meanin ful Evaluation *In
Part One, Anne Bussis, Edward'Chittenden and Marianne Ain rel set forth what
they conceive as the inadequartel of experimental evaluati n procedures for
programs concerned with "considerations of process, content an context," Experi-

procedures that stress standardization of treatment, beh vioral outcomes
and quantitative data analysis tend to dominate edtwationa evaluation , By

/over-r'elianGe on them we may, as James MacDonald hesspoted, " educe all signifi-
cant school related behavior to performative acts.ln` the/ prckes , we will say I /4
effect that what takes place internally is either illusory or I relevant to our
concern "2

There is an alternative with a-tradition predating the experim ntal mode and,
trom my perspective, more appropriate to many of the directions b ing established
in open, child-centered ec.i.cationat programs Bussis, Chittend n and Amarel
describe that alternative

In Part,- Two, the focus is ore testing Although we- would not %%ant readers to
believe that evaluatiOn means testing, we realize that such a view is growing (How
does one evaluate thg progress of a first-grade classroom? Give th Metropolitan
Achievement Test, of counsel) Susan Stodolsky provides a balanc d overview of
"What Tests Do and Don't Do " While she.does not argue that testin has, no place,
in schools, she does suggest that "as we move from teacher-cent red to child-

. centered classrooms, froln group instruction to individualized instruction, from a
fixed to a more ftuid curriculum,-the whole enterprise of testing muse,'be reoriented
and reassessed."

Michael Patton extends Stodolsky's discussion by providing a guide to the sta tis-
tical nomenclature accompanying testing Does everyonus.ing a standardized test
understand how :gra i4e-level equivalency scores' are derived?.Or the meaning of
"reliability" and "vaYdity"? (This past summer, in a graduate seminar relating to
evaluation methodology, an experienced school.principal after reading a state-
ment that "grade-level is simply the Middle score half must always be above and
half below asked, "Is that really true?") Patton notes that the testing industry is
booming in America "ProductiOn of new tests is occurring so,rapidly that even
specialists appear to be overwhelmed.- But'- ow appropriate are the products? Are.
the te'sts'free of serious .error, bias and invalidity? Do they providp better inf6r-
mation than teachers can gain through personae observation and °interaction with
children?

HoW would test-makers resporid to the foregoing? I suspect they would agree
that thre are some problems, that there is room for improvement As George Hein
indicates, ''Theiquestions could be better, the standardization could be based irpon
more 'representative samples of the population, the tests could be validated against
criteria more appropriate than the ones used MOre imaginative use of the
available technology could vastly improve even paper-and-oeneil machine-graded
examinations. A much broader range of activities could be standardized." But
Heirialso argues that "Reform Is Not Enough" He asks us to examine the politics of
testing, the role testing plays in "soling] and classifying] children for their
assigned roles in society Thomls Cottle, who is with the. Children's Defense
League, points out in Social Policy that "tracking," one outcome 8f testing in many

1 The annotated bibliography prepared by Brenda Engel ipp 62-641 inchides material written by members of the Study
Crimp lady in 19'5 a series of ibichtional evaluation inonographs wilt be available Selected titles are Observation and
Description 4n Alternative Methodology for the Investigation of Human Phenomeria by Patridia Calm. Alternative

saluabon Research Paradigms by Michael Patwn, An Open Education Perspective owl. valuation by George Hein, and A
Handbook on Documentation by Brenda Engel fi)r further information about the series, writ° to Vito Perrone, Center for
Tear hing & Lsarning, University of North, Dakota. Grand Forks, ND 58201

21ames TeMacDonld, An Evaluation of Evaluation," The 7an Review 741974) 9
A.
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o sc hool districts, is "masked by ration'al educational theory a k imph-
cations axerlooked by same who think of it merely, as 0.0rnevitable co' nse-
q,uence of intiman ciftteretices '-

Deborah Meier, in a question that relates tlosely to some of those raised by
Patton and Hem, asks, "What do we mean by reading cornpetencer To observe in
classrooms the mass of skill sheets aimedrit auditory discrimination, blending and
syllabication, among others, one would have to conclude that reading is a skill
(Meier. suggests ",a trick") that, for the most part, 4.earned in isolation .As Meier
documents, little evidence is available-to show thatch activities will improye a
child's comprehension he capacity for turning khe written page into 'something,
that makes sense Ivielerergues conyincingly that standardized reading tests con-
tribute heavily to the concentration on the skill sheets, tending in the process to
clistac the meaning, of reading Because she feels that evakiation is important,
Meier outlines some alternative means of assessing reading

"(Lois Barclay Murphy provides a synthesis to Part Two by bringing to readers'
attention some Of the research relating to a range of important school issues, for
example, teacher judgment, children's intellectual growth and social development,
and motivation The close of Murphy's sensitive statement provides an excellent
transition to the final section of this bulletin, Some Examples of tylea-ningful
,Evaluation," where qualitative data is a basic concern of the writers

Patricia Carini opens Part Three by discussing the documentation activity at the
Prospect Schopl of 'Bennington, Vermont "Taking Account of Process" is a

concept and a practice more of us ought to learn It suggests a careful, systematic,
"recorded and assessed asdocumentation which assumes that learning cannot b'e

isolated elements _independently of the meaning for the .learner In order to
capture this broader view of learning, the proce'sses underlying children's`
directions-must be observed over time to determine a pattern, a matrix of descrip-
tions of the learner> involvement Carini's examples, taken from the Prospect
School's documentation, are explicit-and illuminating In introducing some of
Carini's nielhodol6gy to teachers, I have often had the response, "You can't really
expect us to do`all of thatl" I am convinced that significant_evaluation that "takes
account" of children's growth and the,"standards that exist in a school" demands a
level of intensity 'not yet characteristic of most schools

The way the Marcy' Open School, Minneabolis, Minnesota, uses evaluation is
outlined next by/Ruth Anne Aldrich. Participants at Marcy raised the questions
"For-what must a schOol be held accountable?" and "How Can evaluation provide
us with the information we need to develop an increasingly responsible program?"
Attempting to respond to such questions has brought about a particular style of
evaluation and a conclusion that ''schools should be growing, evolving instituti.ons
aware of their successes and .designing change for their failures How 'many
schools have attempted 'to organize such a process of internal evaluation? My
experience suggests that it.happens rprely Perhaps this lack accounts, in part, for
the narrow evaluation patterns that exist

What could we learn if we listened to children? Nancy Miller describes her work
wall the Children's Interview which focuses on children's roles in, the classcoo
and their contribution to their own learning, Idren's perceptions of the teat is
role and their relationship to the teacher, t contribution of classroom peeroter-
actiori to children's learning, and the childr n's view of the classroom as a tverail
learning environment and the ways'm which they relate tb that env iiment
Miller;and others of Cis Who have workici with the hilcIptn's Interview, found
it a powerful process for taking account of children and Their learn)

Another source for qualitative data on what is happening in a sci, ool Or class",

what T waking Did to 011ie 'Taylor, ,Social Poky (July, August 1974) 11 Readers might also, no e 4-,.1 the NAA( P.and
the Ntexii an Arpern an Defense league are engaged in sevefal Iktigations In California that rat the social Ole( is of
testing
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room is the teacher Anne Bussis and Edward Chittenden's summary of their inten-
sive Tea( her:.Ipterview, Study is, in large measure, an extension of their
methodology article which is included in Part One "in what ways do leachers

k about teathing? How do they conceive ot the complex pattern ot events that
/ mark the schoolclay? What assumptions do they hold about learning and develop-

ment? What are the grounds for their planning, provisioning and evaluation?"
TAking account ot the teacher's "personal construct".is a process that is rarely a
part ot,v. hat schools view, as evaluation But not to take account Of such a process
is to tail to understand the central role of the teacher in most classroom settings

close it a highly selective annotated bibliography prepared by Brenda
Engel. Those ot us who have been struggling with the issues that dominate this
bulletin are aware that much of the important literature is in unpublished for and
hence not readily available Engel has included only accessible materials with The
potential for extending our discussions

At the outset ot this introduction, I commented that one of our major purposes is
to encourage a rethinking of a range of evaluation issues We hope that this
bullefinis helpful to such a process We invite your reaction

Vito Perrone
December 1974

S.

Alternative
Ways in
Educational
Evaluation

J
Anne M. 'Buss's, Edward A. Chittenden,
and 'Marianne Amarel ...,

)

,
Elementary educators are caught up in,debate over assumptions about ways that

children learn best, about the teacher's role in.currieular and instructional
11decision-making, and about the networks of human relationships that cbnstitut a

scllipol Although the development of approaches for studying and ecaluati g
educational programs is an old problem, these current debates have served to high-
light the inadequacies of existing ways of categorizing and thinking about
educational variation, Our purpose here is to describe problems in educational
evaluation as wave come to idenik thertp:in the course of our studies with
teaches chick and schools anc o suggest some alternative directionS

I
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The Problem of Educatitonal Models ..
A look at the total field of elementary educalion suggests that the present degree

of e;,perimentation and Varly arnong programs and approaches is greater thin in
the past 'Much of this experimentation thas involved only surface charoe of a
somewhat gimmicky nature, bat changeNin some schools appears. much more
substantial, inyolying tht development of new understandings regarding learning
and teaching The literature about cbange in early.sclucation, howeN>r,, ha's tended
to blur rather than -clarify, the issues underlying: these variations Part of the

, difficulty is that the literature has cast variation pfesclorhinately into the languag4
of "models The model concept would seem an efficient way of describing the
basic components of different programs, but irtreality it has provecl to be
something of a trap for educator and researcher alike.

EducStional "models" have two clear qualities First, they contain accounts of,
or preScriptions for, methocgfor ways of4doing the model Second, they contain'
statements about intended oiecom*es"--objectives to Icie accomplished Frequently
both methods.and outcomes are stated in conc4ete behavioral terms Models differ
extensively in the kinds of materials and methods they prescribe, in the settings for
Which they are intended, in their degree of prescriptiveness, and in the scope of
their ambition i e , some models are for' instruction in selected areas only,,
whereas others are for.instruction more broadly conceived Some early education
models are designed along behavior modification Imes, Some arebased on child
development theory (e g , a Piaget curriculum),.some are Models of components of

8 as model thinking is very much a part of most research and Illaluation
the Butish "Integrated day

slfhemes, at the very outset the teachers participating in such evaluation have to
onterid with a set of rules thakrnay not have been clearly explicgted For example,

they soon may be asked to splcify exact teaching methods and desired student
outcomes, or otherwise find themselves responding to a request to delineate the
criteria of a "model cla4sroom To the extent that the teachers go along with, or
canna escape, theiffessure to operate in this manner, they do indeed try to
implement the model whatever 010 perceive it to bts They may try to dispense
reinforcements in order to :'modrfy behavior" run twenty, -five tutorials in prder to

instruction," or set up ilterest corners in order to have .a.n "open
classroom The defining criteria of methods and outcomes they have previously
specified then become the yardstick of,sucCess the yardstick by which they and
the evaluator measure 'their efforts 4

o-

Standards of Quality
In contrast to this specification of "method" and "outcome" that is as§ociated

.with a "moder; approach in evaluatt.cM, many educators today are'emphasizing the
development of standards of quality in learing considerations of/process content
and context Such standa.rds represent eclihcational and psychological consttucts
more than behavioral ,,criteria They are/ a frame 'of reference from which the
teacher works and evaluates what has been accomplished, but they are not
presc-riptions of methods "to be -followed' or outcomes "to be ,obtained "4
Standards, m the sense of constructs or *frames of reference are nearer directly
"follbwable" or ';obtainable,,' since a construct (by definition) is-of a more abstract
nature It is a principle, an understanding derived through intellectual 'synthesis,
that underlies the teacher's consideration of any particular procedure or learning
Educators working within such a fram/tik have as an objective the creation of

ik.N
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conditions that oronnotg,guality Jearnrng, but they do not and cannot hai,e Strictly,
proscribed methods loViichieving that obiectiveand tF;"0q do not and will not
have a limited, narrow set of behaviors in mind as the only guide' for Judging
children's progress irixlearning Another difference worth noting is that standards .

cannot be stated exhaustively beforeOnd By rhefr very nature, standards become ,
.better articulated over time ,And with experience, but they necessat main
''ope'n constructs," capable of absorbing new and unpredicted examples
their definition .,

Toward Clarifying the Fractitroner's'Frame of Reference
Research on educational models (e g Head Start,followThrough).suggests that;.,

teacher differehces within educational programs is as great as or greater than
vaiations between programs Although the problem has -been recognized, the
apparent solution that is attempted in conducting evaluation is to try ,to ,obtain
greater clarity of program. descriptions and to define criteria in the hope that
teacher Vahability (within the given model) can be greatly* reduced

The problem as we see 'however, is not so much one of trying to define pre-
cisely any Particular educational program,, but of defining those characteristics
that reflect program variations at the level of teacher uri4rstandings and
percePriOns The following quotation ftom a studyudy of preschool programs
illustrateswhat we mean (biLor.enzd et al 1969)'

it was the.aive assumption'of the reSeqrch staff respon'sible for the design, of
the study that prekingergarten.pcograms for the disadvantaged existed in packages,
to be picked off the shelves in the educational inb?ket place. OFrce the districts had
made,their choices,, the program treatments,4Ould be inserted into the des* -

Distincrprpgrams did not exist Points of view . . didy,and they determined the
typeCof program which-evoly,ed.

Andois of the data fran'Ciiir teacher interview study this far indicates that
programs and.classruonns that. superfi cially seem to share common elements may
be very different in intent andemphasis T,osdistingUish between them, one needs

.floolit

to identify the basic 6r -prototyprc''',.notions that pfedonninatd'as the teacher's
refereng for instructional activity What are his or her learning_prioritlesbeliefs
about what ,children should learn to vsare' about? What are the teacher's
organisms are they seen as constructors of reality or receptacles for knowledge,

o o?"tinne combination of bothI What are 12.is'Asurptions about the organization of
knowledge and 'how, it is best learned? What are peKeptions about the use and
potential Nalue of material resources in' the classroom? The answers to these and

similar questions determine the nature of the 'construct systems that guide
teaching behavior ' Tentati.yely;at least, we hive identified What seem to be quite
different conistruct systems ball frprn a population of teachers working under the
heading of "open education "'

Although the clasroonns of two diligent teachers Wright look rather alike at a
giv6n point in'time, the notion of perkinal construct syste #i implies that they may
be headed in quite different directions and that,the teachers nnay.expect different
kinds of environmental sypport Such a cogceptualizationA-one dealing with the
prat titioner's frame of referencehas important implications for evaluation and
research, as well.as practical value in helping to sort out the activities now going
ori under numerous la mils . .

, '

1'11'1 PI, '384,1 (0 tin. publication
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Toward Clarifying the Reseasch/EValuation Frame of Reference
: . 5ubstituhng the practitioner's -frame of reference in plat e of precise specifi-

cations for educatibnal progranis is crnestep in a ciittetent.direc tion, but it is not
sufficient in and of itself We al:,opeed tb look at the research ex aluation model

'Orli, basic problem with the c .px,entional research evaluation approach is that
"student outcomes" are gen&r, defined by. behiwiwal k ritvria and are' theretore..

0 *-statements about learning necessprily lilted outmt the context ot the total activity
as it actually occurs in the clAssrboni,Thus,an examPle4, the 'outcomiLstatement ,

,"works Independently op a project' does not take into account the purpose or
quality of the piuticular project in questroh, whefher the pit]ec t. is more appropri- N

ately a group or an individual endeavor, and so on This difficulty is the same one
mentioned previously in our discussion of "model thinkinti," 1/4 here we contended
that some educators are now emphasizing standaids of quality in learning Thus,
they evaluate teaching in terms of educational and psyhological.constructii and
pot in terms of 'out-of-context behavioral criteria . "-... ,,.,

To illustrate the idea of standards a bit more, standaris-ot quality in tg process
of learnirig would include such factors as originality of work (the notion ot author-

/ship"), purposeful effort, indepe- ence of effort A concern with quality in the
content of learning-would inclu consideration of what children produce (e g.,, .., .

writing, drawing), evidence that i struction deals with "powerful"2 concepts (e g -II'
. graphing) as well as necessary skills (addition;subtraction), Standards relating tro
the context of learnincenter on desired qualities in the nature ofhuman relation-
ships child 'child as well as chilcradult)openness and hOnesty of:encounters,
frtirest t for the efforts and feelings of others Hoi'Nexerstandards are thought about
ancj described, the important'point is that differera.lunds be cQn5idered and
applied in -evaluating a particular learning situation . .

These standards that provide an evaluative framework for many teachers could,
with clarification, serve to broaden the general approach to formal eiluaticin,
because they suggest relevant evaluation data other than student bellaxf:{O'r taken
out of context

""
,

41/
Another problem with the conventional reseacch,evaluation -Approach. ,r5' fhe

implicit assumption that the educational treatment eauses of ptoduees' the
objective or outcome Rather than stating obje-ctives for' chilcfreti that trray be
attained as a result Of certain methods or treatments, however: many 4.1citicators
prefer to state assumptions about thildrens capabilities that may be 'realized: in
certain facilitating environments They assume, for example, that all children are
capable of displaying intelligent effort, tesponSibility, concern for others, respect_
for self given an instrjictional environment that elicits and supports such
behavior Such capacities are not thought of as instilled or caused by a-precon-.
,ceive-cl educational treatment but rather as drawn out and encouraged by a
responsive and flexible educational program

i The difference between stating objectives for children and assumptions about
,children's capabilities and resources may seem minor at first., but it has .'

4 far-reaching implications. It is a difference that leads. to (a) a concern with envi-
ronments rather than treatments, (b) an emphasis on response variability among
teachers rather than res,pon.se uniformity, and e'cl a foc-us,on standards of quality in
learning rather than behavtoral criteria outside the contexfof purposeful action If
research is to acc ommoOethes priorities now being held by many educators, an

1

.
244.e F lavll's (1970) discussion of power' as a dimension of concepts

s . ,t)
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overhatt' iing o'f our basic paradigm seems called fore Asa step in this direction, we
suggest the following- .

A

Assumptions about
children's resources

`,r \
(capability statements)

Obigctiveg for
children to attain

(behavioral statements;

a

Focus on
facilitating e

environments

Emphisis on
"opening up" response
repertoires and increas-
mg teacher vaniability

4

was an alternative to

F oc u soon

educational treatments
or methods

Emphasis on
standardizing response
repertoires and decreas
mg response variability'

Evalu.ition evidence'
in terms of ;tandards
oflualityalaplictible
to a wide variety of

student/teacher
behavior, as well

as to 4pects of the
phystcal environment',

/- f

efe

rEvaltiation evidence
in terms orspecific

behavioral criteria
i e ;similar behav-
ioral expressions
by all children
and teachers

.

Research, and evaluation along the lines suggested in'the diagram can draw upon
a tradition within psychology that has .w.phasizecl the stuchrof inner states such as

behef,v
systems, attitudes and understarkfrii, In the United Statesipi,s traction is

represented in the writings of Kelly (1935), Snygg and Combs (1949), as well as
others With a few notable exceptions,-this "phenomenological" tradition has not
been recognized within eliticational research InSte.ad the field has been
dominated by the convections testingnd measurement and by behavioral
psychology, At the level of instrumentation, new approaches that fit with the
jihenomenological traditiOn could Well include interviews, docurhentation of
environments through observation, the systematic colleotion of work and language
samples. f.

It is one thing to analyze ivies and point to directions that might alleviate some
problems It is obvrously'quite another matter toetrans/ate ideas into reality
Nonetheless, we feel fairly'confident that advances can be made Many people
have. already made progress in devising more appropriate Way's of 'assessing
children, teachers and educational environments The probletns; and questions
raised here are complex But if they are not addressed, we face the real possibility
that a good deal di substantial progress in.edUcational thinking and practice will go

?down the drain because it is judged to be "not.veny effective' on the basis of
inappropriat%criteria

."Objectivity" and Decision- Making
A final problem in much of the current thinking about educational evaluation is

that.it is assumed to be an "objective techndlogy: That behavioral science
operates in an objective (in.the sense of value-free) fashion or that evaluation leads
to objective (value-free) decision-m.kcing'are myths that have been too long with .

v.0103\ :
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0 us and far too widely perpetuated The latter myth is particularly destructitie to the
degree that people in education actually believe it, which many apparently do
Decision-making is invariably a subjective, human activity invoking value
judgments (or weights) placed on whatever evidence is availabre.to the decision-
maker Depending on the extent td which parties to a decision agree that the avail-
able' evidence has been impartitly gathered and represents ','important'
information, people may or may not agree on the meaning of the evidence Even

when there is virtual consensus on "the facts of the matter," such fads-do not
automatically lead to decisions regarding future action People make decisions
infOrmation does not

'
13iologist Rene Dubos, in describing the diverse 'reaction of fellow scientists to
book Only One Eatrth The Care" andaintenance of a Small Planet, provides an

instructive example of the human reality-Of decision-making (1972, p 508)
St.irting from the same set of scientific facts:the experts arrived as a, multiplicity

of contiliCting conclusions with regard to the practical policies concerning the
envirootnent policies, for example, about nuclear energy, pesticides,, further

dtistrialization of the world, et cetera., Their conflicts originated not from
fferences in know/edge or interpretation of facts, but from differences in the

`Value judgments they put on these facts In this regard, experts.display as much
diversity as nations anti individual persons,, they differ not only tritheir approach
to social and human goals, but even more in the selection of these goats.

Although it is understandable that the term "evaluation' might iraduatly.-cfle
tobe applied to the activity of, gathering information-prior to decision making; if IS
not at all clear why the human activity of actualli"evaluating" the information has
been so' left out of the publicized picture--.11, the values that tlicea,te..,educrational
decisions remain unexplicated if by default, they are the imOltyt values built
into thg information-gathering instruments. then we a're indeed settling for more
Or less im personal decisions ",, but they are hardly "objective decisions,' Perhaps
we should use terminology such as assessment and analysis for information-
gathering activity and reserve the term evaluation specifically -for decisions
made about the information

Concluding Remarks

I-summary, we have proposed that the assumptions inherent in the notions of
educational treatment and behavioral outcomes arebasic issues that need to be
readdressed along with problem of instrumentatioand data interPretation. While
alternative models of educatio al, evaluation do not-as yet exist on any broadly
accepS- ed basis, the range of aumissible techniques and strategies has broadened,
and in some places, parent, school boardmembers, adrnintAtators,and state and
federal officials have supported altern4ve forms. Hence the need for.fhe kinds of .
accounts described later in this publication examples that can be looked to for
guidance,
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Testing:
L.11 Problems

-J and
Possibilities

What Tests
Doi and
1)&11 Do

-Susan Silverman Stoddsky ,, --

Tests come in rtiany shapes and sizes Test constructers have produced;
instruments for use in measuring a wide ,array 6f human characteristics (Buros,

,- ..
.... ,. .,1971, Johnson and Bommario, 1971) Most tests children take while in school ar61

teacher-made, that is,' designal by their own teachers. Others are provided by
.. '..:---

textbook publishers In addition, a child in eleinentary school may be administered
. .--a group intelligence test, possibly some aptitude or interest measures, and a .

number of standardized *achievement tests ,,;As George Weber notes in his , -,,,, .r.

pamphlet, Uses and Abuses of Standardized Testing in the Schools_(1,974). .,
,.. .-

Some standardized texts do not do a good job of what they cla(th to,do,, and for I ,...,
some testing purposeS non-standardized tests are more appropriate or more
efficient. But standardized tests are used by all our public schoOls. TrnOrtant and

c
e,ervcritical conclusions and decisions are made on the basis, Ottbeir.results. For'
exatalple, on the basis of their results the public is told that reading actiievemens is

going up or going ,down, an experimental program, is deerned.k.iccesialbr
unsuccessiul,a'child is placed in this or,that class:Aid-students gain admission toa
particular college or fail to do sal (p0'.. 1-2), -- t . .. ,' i - , ,

Standardized test scores havr' been,shown :to i)iay, 'a c'ni.ci,a1 I .in\ik., often

unwgiranted role in determining further schoolirig,and;teacfler attitudes and in'
affecimgf)uptik_iel(concepts f or most of us, telling kas becoMe an ei-pescteq if ,

...

not atceclipar:...t/of. schocilind '''. ,:,.
I

'.. °
, ,_. - . N'"

for
admmiStratOrs and pArents ought to determine the appropqate roles\.\., ,..

tor testing and judge the. utility; of testing in fostering the. healthy growtfiend _,..,..,
3141opment of children In this;paper,.,1 will try to presnt an oi/grview of the fielq. . ',.,,,.

,,,,,,>; of testing, including ways the field itself is trying to change, 11.4:14 cliScuis testing in `
terq i5of (1) purposes for giving tests, (2) effectiveness of dif rent, eypes,pf

\
tests in/7,-

_. piosoding needed,idtormation fora given purpose, ;f3) det milciation of who is

, benefited by 117e-test results or testing experjerice, (4) relatlionspip between the , .
instnictimial process and testing procedures,.,and (5) kinds of slsrlls; learning and

. ,.- groW.th ts.4In.aAsessed. Thesd issues seem,,to me to be central if ,a: teacher wants to ^t
ni4,fe:..anlin.fpimed.deq,siortaltqi.ita given-testing proceduie;They. are also lively..:1 \

! ,15sktfi,;fpiit Wel i eld?Ofttesting: .:',--:. I , ; .
..

, ,,,. .....4 , . - A. ii I --7,...; .. . I i

. 1,hcipe,,tilernmantwo.:qkiestions like the f011oWing What are the various'
purposeziloriihi.405t0i4x4.beensii canb, constructed? What kinds .of tests are
or tould Eie'aialla,/*?.W.tiat kikis pf information can tests provide? MO are the
major valLiesna-ctiiiidi:litnitqpnS lif tysti4?

1

,,, ,,,..
, , :,

1 '0- k - /' ... i . c ,..*,,:: ', '. t
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For purposes of this paper, when I refer to a test oe testing, I mean a systematic
and deliberate, way of sampling a student's behavior or thinlirng. Ordinarily we

i think of a test as a paper-and-pencil device, but many other kinds of evidence-
gathering procedures ar4 available to the teacher. and researcher . .

To simplify dikussion of the purposes of testing and types of tests, I will restrict
my attention to evaluation of academic achievement ; '

,

--_,.

Recently a number of important distinctions have been made regarding possible
4 . ,functions of testing and ways test's are constructed, scored 'and intetpr'eted.

Historically tests have been administered mainly, at the beginning of some learning
experience (purpose prediction or selection) or at the end of a 174rning,experience
(purpose grading or classification)

There ant situat4ons in which using tests for prediCtion, selection and
classification are justified It is important to recognize, however, that such. usages
assumethat the success or failure of a child in school is a function of the .child's
nitiatheracteristics, and that the educational environment or program is virtually

fixed \A'he9 standardized tests hav been successful in predicting further:achieye-
Ment of students, instruction in the schools ,has usually 'persisted in sorting and
ranking students in much the ,way they would be ranked op standardized tests.
Even so, standardized tests are--usually ,best' at pre,ctictmg future ,performance on
similar instruments, not in pi-edjctiAr'su4ess io the life activities tha(might be
associAted-with the area okachie,Vement meacured.

Ordinarily' the purposes,,of predictidp, selection, and classification are best
served by norm-referenced rank order individuals or groups Michael
Patton's article which follows describtts the meaning (as well as some, of the
problemsL of norm-'referenced tests. Here, it is imporlant to keep in mind that
standardized achievement tents of this type are constructed by attempting to
sari-4)1g some domain of subrect-matter content and learning processed that
represent the objectives of a,curriculum or group of c.urricula in use in the ,schools. s.
Norm-referenced tests cafe eliably estimate the relative standing of a/child with
respect to the area meastirki By the very nature of the way they are/constructed,
hOWever, these tests cannot- provide the child, his teachers or parents information
about what he has specifically learned or not learned in a given subject matter over
a given period of time Since standaidized tests are only rulings of course
material, scores cannot be used to deterrhine explicit structional needs of ,.
children hp any but the Most global way.2

Formative and.Summative Testing
Closel% related to the purposes served byst-andardized achievement tests is the

idea of sgimmative testing, which is concerned with product measurement. A
stiminative test is constructed in a m nner similar to a standardized-achievement
test in that the quests ns are sam ed from the course objectives and contents.
Since the purposeiof a umrhativ6test is usually grading, these instruments are not
designed to provide d tailed feedback to the student. Summative tests ask, "How

lior useful discussions of intell Once tests see Anastasi: 1961, and Kaye, 1973

hievement)e sate of ten used int omparing One edit( atIonal prograr:n With another Norm ilremed tests
lid" 1,, n u.r (I ,ekt s m, ,zeur in most large s( ale evatitat ions of intervention programs so( has head Start, F ollow Through
,riil I it I, I I he tea of :aandar i/ed test. tor «,mparative evaluation studies may be appropriate it the programs studied are
dl irs im, II/ ell iffe obi fives measured in the test, but this is not often the (StodolsIcy, 1972) Usually when

nt ed tesVare ua d in omparative evaluations, They are better articulated with some pioltrams than with others
\10, i foldr, n in r Vrtain HI, at ional programs have more familiarity with test-like situations and art' more able and willing

piodert, on demand tSha AM 197i, ( hittenden and Buss's, 1972) At best, results from the administrationpt standardited
vi4IIInt Irk give heavily tonlounded estimate of the m tudi dc ademic hievement of children in different

/ It;11(14.1rafils
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well has the.student rrila6tered the material and processes Inv/Med in the learning
,u,nits'he has just studied ?" In many educational contexts it is still believed desirable
to inform a student about hid prpgress relative to the expectations of a course Final
exams constructed by teachers are the most common variety of summative telts

The term formative testing has two uses in the literature, both. concerned w?th
providing feedback about the learning process In one usage (Striven, 1967)it is
testing to gather evidence while a curriculum is \being developed, so that
curriculum write s can improve materials and procedures In the othei- usage
(Bloom, Hastings d Madaus, 1971), formative testing is used as students go
through learning un s in orderlo provide feedback to students and teat rs about
their progress and to suggest areas in which addional, learning and actice are
necessary Formative tests are part of a trend tCk use tests to provide meaningfill
feedback about student learning and growth

As defined by Bloom, formative tests are often used in conjunction with a
mastery learning strategy in which it i's* expected that virtually all students-can
master the unit being studied with sufficient time and learning aids (Block, 1971)
In this context, students take formative tests. when they have completed initial
study of a learning unit. ,Since formative testing is an integral part of, the
instructional process, these tests are very different from norm-referenced tests.
FormatOe tests cover a relatively narrow *range of topics and need fo provide
sufficient information so that a student can determine future steps in learning
based on the test results For example a formative test dealing with a unit on
learning long division would contain a number of items that would pinpoint the
steps students had and.hadnot mastered, whereas a summative test would not
include such items but' only long division problems

The use of formative'testing for student feedback does not depend on adopting a
mastery leaning strategy It does require a decision on the, part of the teacher to
use tests as instructional tools or-aids.-Similarly, when formative tests are used in
the curriculum development process, their chief purpose is to provide detailed,
feedback about the curriculum and its effectiveness so that weaknesses can ber
improved

15.

Criterion-Referenced Testing
Another recent distinction is thdt between criterion - referenced and norm-refer-

enced tests We h ve !ready discussed norm- ferenced tests, whose major
purpose is to allow ne to interpret scores with resp ct to the relative standing of
an individual or oup. Criterion ,referenced Was e been developed in order to
provide information about student performance that has been difficult to obtain
from standardized tests. "A criterion-referenced test is one that is deliberately,
constructed to yield measurements that are directly interpretable in terms 9f
specified performance standards" (Glasgr and Nitko, 1971, p. 653).

Scores from criterion-referenced tests should be directly interpretable in terffis of
actual student behaviors and abilities. Either the items or tasks are precise! those
one is interested in assessing, or the items on the test have been shown t directly
relate to the behavior of interest. For example, on a criterion-referencyd reading
test one would be able to relate Perforrfiance'on a given set of iterns to the child's

,ability to read and comprehend passages of established difficulty or s ecific bookg.
Such ari., interpretation would differ from that in a standardize test,' situation
where the specific skills and abilities of a child scoring at a given adeJevel could,
not be well defined Criterion referenced tests can be used r certifying per-
formance (e.g., a lifesaving test), for direct instructional feedba k or for summative
purpoSes. 17
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Diagpostic Testing
A last type of test that has relevance to teachers is diagnostic testing Typically,

diagnostic testing _attempts to provide an assessment of a student's present
strengths and weaknesses with regard to a given area of achievement Diagnostic
tests may be very similar, in construction and intent to formative and/or.
criterion-referenced tests However, an additional factor involved in diagnostiC
testing may be the desire to fin e cause or etiology, of difficulties in learning. For
example, a child having difficu arning fo read might be assessed ,with regard to
vision, hearing and other perce al functions. Possible motivational or emotional
factors associated with reading or learning might also be explored In diagnostic
testing it may be necessary to go beyond course content in order to determine the
best ways to begin remedying some difficulty in learning Sometimes direct
instruction on prerequisite learning is quite sufficient, but,at other times additional
efforts are necessary

In my opinion. the development of 'criterion-referenced, formative and
t' diagnostic tests hold promise for teachers and students I...would expect fewer--

clangers and limitations with such tests than one would expect with standardized
achievement tests These newer forms of tests are meant primarily ..35 aids in the
instructional process and can be related much more closelya.to the actual
classroom learning of the child than are standardized tests There are difficulties in

1

constructing such tests, however and we need more experience before we can feel
confident that their promise as instructional aids will be fulfilled.'

)6 Tests and the Instructional Setting
In considering the purposes for which tests might be used:a central issue is the

relation between testing and the instructional program. Most currently available
tests ar*,geared toward instructional settings in .which, the curriculum is specified
and in wIlich .4ach child is expected to master the same-materials and objectives as
his classmates. As we move from teacher-cen,te'red to child- centered classrooms,
from group instruction to individualized instruction,, from a fixs4to a moreciluid
curriculum, the whole enterprise of testing must be reoriented and .ikessesseci.

It is possible that the entire role of testing as we usually conceive it has little
place in more infOrmal educational.environments..I believe that persons involved
in changing educational environments must be able to .Atfy the areas of fiuman

, - learning, growth and development they believe to e 'important All educators
have an obligation to systematically docuMent growth and" change in children

-.Informal educators should be pressuring those in the field, of testing and in
research positions to develop ways of assessing the important aspects of growtfi
and development that informal education tries to foster I do not pretend that the
task of assessing the goals of open education will be easily sowed,, the behaviors`

,and outcomes are very difficult to measure and may not be on to classic psycho-
metric approaches Nevertheless, Lbelieve test Outishers anci, evalbators can be
responsive to educational' change and might well have the resources to begin to
solve some of the difficuri measurement probltems involved.

Undoubtedly, to specify and assess ptil growth in informal settings will be
more difficult than in traditional schools. One major problem is how to deal with
the fact that informal education fosters a diverse set of outcomes and activities
(Karlson and Stodolsky, 1973). Nevertheless, I think the basic notions of formative
and criterion-referenced tes,ting could be applied to children in certain areas of an
informal curriculum, such as in the development of math and science concepts,
the developmeit of reading skills, and with respect to certain general Aas of
problem-solving and critical think Systematic use of work samples" and



observational schedules as well as interviews with children are also promising
rrilethods for the infosrmal classroom. A recent article by Hawes (1974) offers a
collection of many useful evaluation alternates

More Broadly Conceived Tests Are Needed
The last area I would like to discuss in regard fo testing is that of content or

domains. Most of this paper, has implicitly assumed that the major area of
assessment in regard to children is academic, subject-matter achievement As
teachers we hay often been committed tomore than cognitive outcomes for our
children, but rarely do we systematically collect evidence about growth outside
the cognitive area. As we begin to broaden our .entire view of schooling and
learning, we should simultaneously attempt ro incorporate into our evaluations
aspects of growth that are affective, social, emotional, fanciful, creative in nature
I agree with others (e g , Chittenden).that one show attempt to-evaluate these
aspects of functioning in the context of subject matters brareas of activity Thus,
rather than taking a traft-like approach, one would work within the concept of fhe
child as a whole person and _ his activity as incorporating many facets of
functioning, Despite the -difficulty, we must attempt to assess children's
developnient of interests, their capacity and modes of learning on their own
patterns of social intgractidn and the like

. It seems to me that a continuing dialogue between teachers, researchers and
persons involved to test construction could help broaden the options available to
us all

From the vieyvpoint of 'informal education- in particular, we neesi to alter the
-traditional situation in which standardized tests are often._ powerful shapers of
cuF?icular content To break out of such a pattern, teachers must be able to
articulate their views about growth, to use them observations as illustrations of
,gro'wth, and to choose consistently when their educational *pose is compatible
with the purpose of a pgticular assessment procedure

.t.

. o.
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AJ,nderstanding
the Cobble-dy-gook,
Michael Quinn Pattonl

Statistical thinking will one day be as necessary for efficient citizenship as the
ability to read and Write. H G Wells

Standardized tests now pervade our lives in ways never dreamed possible by
early pioneers,in educationarmeasurernent only a century ago Production of new
tests is occurring so rapidly that even specialists appear to be overwhelmed. The
dimensions of this explosion are indicated by the fact that in 1972 the EdUcational
Testing Servie Collection held 680 different tests in just, one category alone--
reading The Seventh Mental Measurements Yearbook (Buros, 1972) is composed
of two fat volumes describi9g the vast literature on tests and measurement. At the

'same time testing methodology and theory, are becoming increasingly complex
At the 1972 Invitational Conference on Testing Problems, Henry S. Dyer noted

these facts and put forth "Dyer's First Law Pof Information Dilution, which states,
that, as knowledge expands,while the population of potential users ofiknowl
also expands, the probability approaches unity that everybody IS ignorant Of at
anyone else knows In atb,er words,, the great Majority of test users simply does not
have the time to look up or catch up or,keep up with the enormous numberof tests
and the motintainotis literature that the tentmakers continue to pile t.i,o,,(Dyer,,

_

1973 91)--
Standardized tests have been developed for almost. any cognitive, affectne7Or

social human trait you can think of, from intelligence to alienation, self-concept to
maturity, moral development to creativity These tests are being used to select
people into, and out of a wide range of educational programs, private and public
projects Ski a variety of jobs .often without knoindedge or understanding of how
the tests are being Used on the part of those being tested Standardized testing has
become a socio-political tool, deciding the fate of both individuals and entire
educational programs (cf Manning, 1969,, Kirst and Mosher, 1969,, Cohen, 1970,
McDill McDill and Sprehe, 1972) Again to quote Dyer (1973:.86)

The field of education has become strewn with dolitics, and educational testing
has become an instrument, if' not a weapon, in the political process. And this
means that our worries today about the mishandling of tests and the misuse of test
scopes must embrace not only school personnel. but' also politicans and the diverse
and pluralistic constituencies they serve.

. ,

11 am indebted to Dean Ni ito Perrune, Center for7eaLhing and Learning, University of North Dakota, and participants in the
North Dakota Study Group un Open Education meeting in Chicago, November 9-10, 1973, for encouragement and helpful
suggestions in writin5 this article Suphyrt frum the National Institute of Mental Health in the form of a postdoctoral fellow-
ship in Lyaluation Methodolugy was als'd helpful Cimmenti by Barbara French, University of Minnesota, on an earlier draft
of this paper were particularly useful
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This also means that, as H G Wells predicted, individual teachers, parents,
students and administrators need to make basic statistical thinking a part of their
personal survival kit As Darrell Huff (1954) noted in his primer, How Td Lie with
Statistics, the abusers already kn'ow the inadequacies and tricks of statistics,

"honest men must learn them in self-ilefense-(P 9)

The Meaning Of Numbers:4.nterpretation
The firs t thing to keep in'mind ywhen inierplitting standardized test Cores is that,

even at their besttkey are oaf iroUgh inditators,,of some human characteristic,
Anne Anastasi (1973 xi',haQ noted the danger Of focusing sp much on testsfiand test°

scores'that we lost sight of the actual behaviors that matter to us

The widespread misconceptions about the so-called IQ provide a particularly
flagrant example of such' a dissociation. One still hears the term "IQ" used as
though it ,referred not to a test score, ,but to a property of the. organism

In other words, the numbers that come out of standardized tests are not
embedded in the genes or on the foreheads-of students, They are only rough'
,fapproximation of same characteristic at a specific point-in the time under partic-
ular conditions- ,Tet results are only One piece of information about a' person or a

groupa piece of information.that must be interpreted in connection with other
information we have about that person or group.

Test scores then are neither good nor bad, They are pieces of information that
are subject to constiderable errorand that are more or less useful depending on
how they are gathered, interpreted, applied, abused anti used In this, eontext let us

9look arsome of the more frequent types of stores reported.

Norms ,

, -
Let a-parent read,-as many have done in such. places as Sunday rotogravure

sections: that ",a child" learns to. sit erect at the age of so many months arid he
thinks-ai once,,of his own child. Let Ms child fail to sit by the specified age and the

__paren(inu,-st conclude that his offspring is "retarded" or "subnormal" or som ing
equally invidious.- Since half the children are bound to fail to sit by theme
mentioned, a goOd many,pacents are made unhappy. Of course, speaking mathe-
matically this unhappiness is balanced by the toy of the other fifty percent of
parents in discovering that their children are "advanced But harm can come of
the efforts of-,the unhappy parents to force their children to conform to the norms
anc,tFius be backward no longer . . . Hardly anyone is normal in' any way . . Con-

fusing "normal- with "desirable" makes it all the orse. Darrell Huff (1954 44-5)

"Norms" are scOs that provide a comparison fo nterpretin-g how one pupil,
school ot-s`cli-o61- system compares to some oche, group- Norms proOde
information about how children. from some comparison g up actually performed'
on a particular test, not,how they,ought to haveperformed rms can be reported

in several ways percentile ranks, grade equivalents, stanines, scaled scores,
difficultf coefficients and quartile points, among others The important point to
keep in mind is that all'of these ways of reporting results are based on the same

- basic information Some are simpler to understand than others, some are more

an individual or group.perfdrmed com r to how.the norm group performed.
useful for special purposes than others _-_-pbgailtof therrkare ways of looking at h6w

s.

Such "norm-referenced' testsytonstitute the most common type of standardized

test and'are the only type we shall discuss here

tr.
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half as fast,or faster A runner going 220 feet in 10 seconds is at the 50th percentile,
or right at grade level for this group of runners Grade level is sim 'ply the middle
score half of the children in the norm group must be at grade level or below and 4-

halt at grade, level or above This fa' should be kept in mind whet interpreting
retults for different children

Grade-16d equivalency scores again reflect how a national sample of students
at different grade levels actually, performed On the test, not how children at a
paqickilar grade level out to perform The diagram shows how a group of children
do Mn, not how they ought to run Who indeed can say how fast- all.childreri in.
grade three should run? SpecifOng how children ata particular grade leveJoughtto
perform would require a statement of specific educational values and objectives In
terms of learning theory and developmental psychology A conlensus among
educators on issues,of values, objectives and principles of educational psychology
for children at different grade levels in school is still Jacking

<Sus, standardlied tests reflect how children typically perform on 'particular
itemswith tests designed so that half of the norm group scores below the average
score. These tests are strictly comparative measures They do not ihdicate what a
child should be able to achieve in anabsolute sense. We shall return later to this
point, which is 'crucial to an understanding of both the uses and abuses of
stand

0,4
standardized tests .

Another way of reporting scores (also illustrated by Diagram I) is simply to clivide
the diagram (or normal curve) into parts and report what pait the student falls in.
Diagram I indiaaates a division into thirds, with the lowest 23 percent designated
"below average," the upper 23 percent "above average," and the middle 54 percent
"average." This division is completely arbitrary. The diagram and scores could be
divided into fourths (quartile scores),, Onto fifths, or into however many parts we

felt would ber useful
Percentile ranks are a way of dividing tests int#100 parts based on 100 percentile

points Percentile ranks do not give the percentage of correct answers, rather, they
show what percentage of pupils. in the norm group (national, state or local,,
whichever norm group is used) scored at or below a certain level For example, on
the Stanford Achievement Test in reading (paragraph me;,aning) mentioned earlier,
a beginning third-grade student with a score of 33. Out of 60 would have a
percentile rank o 42 pertent This means that 42 percent of the children who took
the test at the begs wig of the third grade in pie Stanford national sample scored
33 or lower on the st, 58 percent got more than 33 out of 60 correct answers.

Percent!le scores are shown along the bottom of Diagram I as "the 'numiaer of
people behind a' runner at this point,' This means that, for example,, afteir:;+10
seconds of running, 50 percent, of the children have run 220 feet, thus; a raw score
of 220 feet places a stude'Fit at the 50th percentile with half the s'tdents being
faster than that and. half being slower, s's

Another common scoring system used by teadiers is the."startine"' system A
-stanine scoring system divides normalized test scores into nineparts (hence the
najne sta for standard, nine for nine-point scale or division). As shown in

a

D(agram II,, a score of five is average on a stanine scale with the scale divided so
that .40 percent are below average and '40 percent above. (There are statistical
features of stanine scores related to how they are computehat give them, some
additional special*ed uses,)

0

21 am indebted to Dr Ralph H Johnson erector of Guidance and Assessment Services, Minneapolis Public Schools, for
providing this diagram. 23
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s DIAGRAM'l I .

THE STAN I NIREPORTING SYSTEM
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STAN INE 1:111114%
9

Below Above
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PERCENTILE 4 -`11 ' 23 40 b0 77 89 96

The important point about these various ways of reporting test scores is that the
number of diyisions used is totally afbitrary depending upon' particular uses,
personal preferences and, as often as not, tradition. Halves thirds, quartiles, fifths,
100'percentile points"--each.of these reporting systems has advantages and dis-
ackantages All are based on different ways of comparing test results to a norm
group

Range Scores

One of the greatest abuses of standardized test scores is the tendency to focus
on a single result (e.g the student is at the 40th percen'tile) instead of a range of
scores Thinking about a range of scores (e g , 35th to 45th percentile) is important
bec.iuse it calls attention to the fact that all test scores are subject to error. For
many reasons, all tests involve some measurement error Henry Dyer (1973) tells of

a trying to explain to a governmental official that test scores, even on the most
reliable tests, have enough measurement error that they must be used extremely
cautiously The government official, who happened to be an enthusiastic
prOlionent of performance contracting, responded that test makers should "get on
t&-' ball" and start ,producing tests that "are 100 percent reliable under all
conditions '" r
A Dyer's comments on this conversation are particularly relevant to an under-
standing of error in tests. He asks

How does one get across the shocking truth that 100 percent reliability in a test is
a fiction that, in the nature of the case, is unrealizable? How does one convey the
notion that the test reliability pkYblem is not one of reducing measurement error to
absolute zero,, but of minimizing it as far as practicable and doing one's besi to
estimate whatever amount of error remains, so that one may qct cautiously and
wisely in a world where all knowledge is approximate and not even death and taxes
are any longer certain? (p.4'87)

"s,

All reputable test materials include a "standard error or measurement,' which is
an irkcjex of the precision of measurement far individual students This number
should be both added to and subtracted from the actual raw score to set the raw
score range In our Stanford Achievement Test example the standard error is-4.5 for
grade three. Thus, for our student who, scored 33 out of 60 the range for the raw
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score would be 30 5 to 35 5 On paragraph meaning, the student gradelequivalerrtk
is between 2 8 and`3 1, and the percentk rankinl; is between the 32d and 50fh*
perCentile
; The rtnge avoids putting too much emphasis on a single scorean important

f' caution since sctmany pupils cluster around the middle of the test that the'answer
to one question can raise or lower a percentile.ranking Considerably For example,
continuing to use the same Stanford.Achievement Test example, if our student whi3
got 33 out of 60 correct (42d percentile) had answiared just One more item correctly,
he or she would have iloroped 8 percentile points to the 50th percentile,, on the
other hand, missing one more item (a score of 32 out of 60) would have dropped
the student to the 36th percentile Thus} a difference of one queStion right or
wrong covers arrange of.14 percentile points.

Grade-equivIent scores sometimes allow for similar large }Limps at the extremes
on the scalp In the.Stanford Achievement Test cited earlier 55 correct answers out
of 60 is equivalent' to the beginning of "sixth grade (6 0), ne additl nal' correct
answer motes the grade eqUivalency to 6 4, nearly halfwa rough si..); grade,, yet
another additional correct answer and the grade equrvqlent becomes 9, while 58
answers out of 6a is more than halfwAy through seventh grade. By answering
correctly three additional questions at the upper end of the scale, as student can
jump a grade and a half in achievement.

A go_gckfleal of misunderstanding abOut and abuse Of test scores norms' or
averages can be avoided if the focus of attention is on a 'range of results, not a
single number Moreover, adding and subtracting the standard error of
measurement to score assures us only that, statistically speaking, we can expect
the range to intlude the true score Iwo-thirds of the time Test sta \jstics represent
probabilities, not certain results: One-third of the time thereIs a tiiiance of error
even with a range based on the star ad error of measurement

Error

RoLnd numbers are always alse.
Samuel Johnson .

Sources of error are many. T)le health of the child o the day the test is given can
affect 'the score Whether or not the p0pil had Brea ast can make a difference .

Nroise in the classroom, a-sudden fire drill, whether or of the teacher or a stranger---;7
gives the test, a broken pencil, and any number of simil disturbances can change
a test score The mental state of the child depression,, boredom, elation, a
conflict at hdme, a fight with another student, anxiety about the teat, a low .

self-concept--all of these factors affect how well the student performs. Simple
mechanical errors such as marking the wrong box on the test sheet by accident,
accidentally skipping a question, or missing a word while .reading are common
problems for all of us Students who Wave trouble reading will perform poorly on
reading tests,, but they are also likely to perform poorly on social studies, science
and arithmetic tests, because all of these tests require reading Thus the test may /

;
considerably' underestimate the real knowledge of the child.

Some children perform better on tests because they have been taught how to
take written tests Some children are simply better test-takers than other children
because of their backgqound or personarity.or how seriously they treat the idea of
the test. Some school's make children sit all day long taking jest after test,
sometimes for an entire week. Other sch give the tests for only a half day or

d
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two hours day to minimize ffitigue and boredom` Some ch'ildren like to take tests, .hours
.

some (Its not Some teachers helpschildren with ch,fficuk words, or even read the,
tests along with the children, others, do not Some schools devote their curriculum,
or at least some school time, to teaching students what is in the tests Other
schools, notably alternative schoolsopen classrooms, free schools, stre
ac ademies place little emphasis on test-taking and paper-and-penel.skills, th
giving students less experience in the rigor and tricks of taking tests /

All these sources of errorand we have scarcely scratched the surface of such
....t.po§sibilities= can seriously affect an individual child's score Moreovtr, they have

virtually nothing to do with how "good" the test is, how carefully it was prepared, .

and how valid its content is for a given child or group Intrinsic to the nature of
standardized testing, these errors are alwal,s Present to some extent and are largely
uncontrollable. They are the ceasqn that statisticians can never de,- eloP a test That
is 100 percent reliable.

The errors are more or less serious depending on how a test is used. When
looking at test scores for large groups, we can expect that because of such errors
some students will perform above their true level and others stutits will perform
below their true score For most groups, statisticans believe that these errors cancel
each other:I-he overly high scckeS of some students compensate for the overly low
scores of others so that.the group result is relStively accurate The larger the group--.., .,.
tested, the more likely this is tobe true , ....

HoWever, for a speoifit indiViduat, no other scores4arearea ailable to make up for
the error in his'her score The ork hope is that the questi s the student answered

,....

wrong because of error will be compensated for by the uestions ,flq-/she gOt right
either accidentally or by guessing This type',,of-error compensation is much less
relic le in correcting for error than the situation describh for large groups The
least fellable result is one individual's ansvr on a single question Nothing can

scompensate for error in this case Thus, one must be extpemely cautious about
making too much of,- results for individuals particularly on single, specific t'st-
questions and short-tests .. ''

Bias and Invalidity
=

It ain't so much the things, we don't know that get us in trouble. It's the,things we
know that ain't so. Artemus Ward

MI the above sources of error have virtually nothing to Jo with the actual
content of tests. Even the best of tests, carefully prepared by the best-trained
professionals, are subject to the kinds of errors we described above. Unfortunately,
the tests-thrnselves can also be biased or invalid Whether or not a test is valid
depends on whether or not it measures what it supposed to. Many tests are
biased in favor of white, ariddle-class people so that he tests are as much a
measure of ethnic, racial or social class originsras of reading, arithmetic or
intelligence. Rural children will have difficulty with a test aimed at and based on
city life, and city children,will have trouble with tests containing'a rural 1;as Many

?people feel that all standardized tests are culturally biased to some extent. This
severe problem of cultural bias is the center of much controversy among educators
(cf J McV. Hunt, 1973, Lavin,, 1973,, Willie, 1973, Meter, 1973) and, is a major
factor to be considered in attempting to interpret the meaningfulness of test
scores

Another source of content error, bias and Invalidity is simply poor preparation of
test items Questions that are ambiguous and unclear, have more,than one possible

r
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right answep,or are based more on ideology than on logic or facts are far more
common thi one might suspect Such questions can seriously agfect test results
and are extremely unfair to students and others taking or using tests

`Good test questions are.extremely diffitult to write The writer may be unaware 4-
of his 'her own bias Unfortunately the only way to deternre if the fest questions
are really fair for' your child or.your crassrpom situation is to discuss very carefully

,every item on a test with every child, to understand what the items mean to the
children Even this' method is subject to error 'depending upon how,bware you are
of yobrown biases Spme examples may be helpful to illustrate comrion sources of
test invalidity

. ,

Is there more tha.n one right answer? Consider the following question from the
MetreQolitan Achievement Test (MAT) used to test reading for children seven
years old..

ft

. A
To keep means fo carry 04old

, After this test Derrick said;, "Wben I want to keep some thing, I carry it" "No,"
said Yvette, "wrien r want to keep something, I hold it." In reporting these
children's commentspeborah Meier, Herb Mack and Ann Cook (1973) suggest that
"these two remarks, tell us,that children differ in the way they reason Differerit
ways 4 reasonirig make test items ambiguous and unclear. Such itetns do not
appefar to be good' easures of reading ability.

).

Is the question more idiological,than factual? Consider this item from a ninth-
grade social studies test ,(Minnesota High ,School Achievement Examinations,"
1974)1

Prejudices a're4rio*st frequently the result of
A being born of foreign parents
B hying in communities with mixed racial groups
C inpdequate information
D personal experiences
E parental influences on children

Most sociologists, myself included, would argue that all these answers tare true
under certain circumstances Few sociologists, myself included,, would agree with
the'testmakers that "C" is the best factual. answer. I 4.0

Is the question nieahingful and relevant or trivial and esoteric? Consider this
question, again irorn,the,same, ninth -grade social studies test.

The person with the lowest level of mental atility would properly be classified as
A an imbecile

. B .an idiot
C. a moron

-.- -4- -
D a slow learner

I. 0-
E normal

It would seem to me that one could. seriously qUestion the relevance of this
question in a social studies test. The qu'estion tests rather trivial factual knowledge
about vocabulary and technical distinctions.

These examples point to merely a few of the problems in writing good test'
questions that actually measure what they, are suppOsed to measure. Tedious
though rtmay be to examine all the items on a test, if are to properly interpret
it, you must find out whether or not you feel the test questions are valid and
meaningful One,good way to do so'is to ask the students who took the test what
they meant when they answered the questions.

I 4 7
4.
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A Final Note

Bu)the very hairs of your head are all numbered.
Matthew 10.30

We began by noting that standardized testing now pervades our lives Standard-
ized tests have been developed for almost every human characteristic one can
name. But testing is still a developing art subject to considerable error. Test results
are only one prece of inforMation ihat can help us understand and claltfy our
personal observations But test results are easily abused, misunderstooT-and
misused, especially when applied in making vital decisions about the lives of
individuals ,

Given the state of the art, standardized tests are no substitute for your own care-
fully considered observations abQuisshildren you personally know.
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Standardized
Testing: Reform
Not Enou
George E. Hein

, <
:Evaluation_ is an integral part of the political proceses of our society.

Ernest R. House (1973)- 8

A number of recent publications have sharply criticized the standardized
6

achievement tests that form the,basisx for most evaluation of student progreS; in
American education today.. James McDonald (4974), has called evaluation The
major disasterarea in edUcakion", yhe Council for Basic Education (Weber, 1974)
ancl-the National Council of Teachers of English (Verietzky, 1974) have published.
parrfphlets highly critical of present standardized testing procedures.

An obvious response to sugh criticism is to undertake a- major program to reform
or revise thetests There is certainly much room for improvement. The questions
could be better the standardization, could be based on more representative
samples of the population, and the tests could be validated against criteria more
appropriate than the ones used More imaginative -use of the available technology
could vastly improve evep paper-and-pencil mactine- graded examinations. The

;wh-ole notion that the scoring and administration-of all six of the most midely used
achieverrient tests is done on a basis of total questions right in each area without
any further modification is really quite absurd. Why not a choice of questions, or
questions that relate to a wider range of skill, or the possibility of more than one
correct answer in some cases? There is also no reason why achievement must be

vi tested only by paper-and-pencil measures. A much broader range of activitiesit
could be standardized.

A 4-Y
Unfortunately, anq effort to reform the tes ts avoids a thorough analysis of the

reasons why the tests are so bad now To assume that achieving better standardized
,g,t tests is simply a matter of making changes in the tests therbselves is, I believe, to

, hold a naive view of thtt' education world anclike7sOciety. It is highly unlikely that
the people who put tests together, suggest the questions, write the language, try

tb4n out on children, standardize them and finally publish sand sell them are all
toiall

c.,
unperceptive and uneducated, apt- that testing prctice will be greatly

-inibroyld if the technical competence^of its practitioners is increased.; We must
r.ekogrilize that _the' tests and their, use are deeply imbedded in thiAabric of
American siKrety and must be challenged on political grounds, not modified at the
technkal level.

,. \ .'

, .;,

', Lessons from Curriculum Reform Efforts , . .,%

Any pi-opOsal for a, major effort to prod4e, new testing mechanisms is

reminiscent of `the programs 1k:inched altho,g4wenty years ago to produce new
-,. .4 'iG,

. . t t . - ....... j!.,....,---r
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science and math curricula Scientists and m athematicians who turned their
attention to schools in the late 1950s were horrified at the state of the situation the
curriculum was simply bad, They said full of error, wrolig concepts, incorrect
statements, too much stress on.' rote learning, simple drill, etc They set out to
reform education and produced high quality, innovative and up-to-date curricula

One of the major learning experiences for those involved in curriculum reform
was that providing new curricula, although a necessary condition for better school
experiences for children, was hardly a sufficient change. In fact, much of the new
curricula was fitted neatly into existing school structures (indeed, it was designed
to do so) and, instead of the curricula changing the schools, the schools absorbed
the new curricula without much modification in the educational program offered
most children In many cases the more innovative characteristics of the new
curricula and matedyls were simply ignored While the. New Math has had wide
acceptance in the schools, if would be hard to recognize its influence on day-to-
day classroom practices (Sarason 1974) and difficult to discern it on the items
appearing on the standardized tests.

There is obviously some merit in developing more reasonable and wide-ranging
approaches to standardized testing, as long as one neither expects the task to be
simple nor hopes to change education by this means alone. The area of developing
alternative tests is wide open, remarkably little work has been done on it. The
standardized achievement tests and their companions, the widely used intelligence
tests, so dominate the field that little else has been explored and certainly few
other approaches have been carried very far

The, Case of the Automobile Industry
An analogy can be made to the automobile industry. At one point in the early

development of automobiles in the United States, many designs and approaches to
theproblernsof mechanical energy-driven vehicles were explored, engines powered
by elettricity, steam and other fossil fuels such as diesel fuel) competed with
those developed to use .gasoline. The ,.gasoline- powered internal combustion
engine was 5o successful, it spread so widely over the market, that many other
technologies were. simply abandoned. Today we know a great deal about the
gasoline engine that uses rather a lot of gasoline and very_ little about the alterna-
tives. The recent sharp rise in fuel costs and increasingly serious concerns over the
automobile's role in pollution make--us painfully aware of the social costs of this
unbalanced technological-progress

But another component Of:this analogy is not quite so innocent. The automobile
industry evolved policies that channeled and directed research, production and
expenditures in the direction of private automobile travel and away from mass
transit systems which generally,a0 different forms of locomotion. At the same
tittle, these decisions benefited a particular sector of prtvate industry They had
profound effects on our society. A recent Senate Subcommittee report states flatly
(Boston Globe, March 10, 1974):

CM, Ford, and Chrysler reshaped. American ground transportation to serve
corporate wants instead of social needs. This study suggests that a monopoly in
ground vehicle production has led inevitably td,:,a breakdown of the nation's
ground transportition. -

Beginning in the 1920s General Motors began to buy up rail and electric urban
transportation systems and then replaced them with buses or diesel locomotives
which it manufactured.

0



The same report Ise documents (Bostpn Globe,, March 3, 1974) that changes in
styling.in the autombile industry throuqh the years were not necessarily related to
improvements in technology.

We must recognize parallels in the .continuing,use of large-scale standardized
testing programs in our school systems' The companies that produce standardized
tests are analogous to the big three automobile manufacturers they dominate their
market and dictate what is and is not acceptable Their outlook is limited by what
they have found successful Commercial self-interest makes it very unlikely they
will launch speculative new projects that might undercut their own positions And,
like the big three automobile manufacturers,: the publishers who produce testing
programs are not isolated from the rest of society They have connections in
schools of education, foundations and government that reinforce each other and
thus tend to maintain the status quoju,st as the tomobile industry has
connections in, research institutes, regulatory agencies d government

Analysis of Costs

One strong argument that is continually made for main; fining the present
evaluation system is based on relative costs. It is simply a great deal cheaper in
dollars and cents to give the MAT (or one form of the Iowa Test) to, every child in
the school system than it would be,, for example, to introduce some sort of
indiyidual observation system to deter Tine the status of each child. But the total
expenses are 56 different that no directNomparisons can be made.

The cost of feeding the present testing machine is quite small in comparison
With setting up another one, bUt that does not mean the total investment in it is
small Besides the cost of the millions of test booklets, which are not reusable,
there are .a number of school bersbnnel, especially in large city systems (but
smaller ones as well), whose sole job is to orgabize, administer and interpret the
test programs Teachers and children spend a good deal Of time giving and taking
tests In"some Follow Through sites as many as six weeks of the spring term are
essentially lost for instructional, purposes while the classes go through the agony of
taking the various required.testS dictated by the school district, the state and the
federal program The whole experience disrupts instructional activities for a
month and a half (that is about 18 percent of the total school year). In addition, a
thorough analysis of costs must consider the human and social factors. The tests
affect the content and approach of educational programs, they tyrannize teachers
and demoralize students' Also, part of the cost is the incredible inefficiency of
testing schedules. Typically, children are tested sometime in the fall and spring,
and the comparative results are released very late in that year or, often, in the next
year Teachers cannot even use the tests for their own teaching purposesthey
can orAr*.be!used by outsiders,, for purposes other than assisting instruction..

c' Social Implications of Testing
None of the problems mentioned above would be seriously modifieeby the

availability of better,standardized tests.
The major function of the present testing programs is not to determine how

much children know, to diagnose their earning stages, and to assist them in their
growth and development but, rather to sort and classify children for their assigned
roles in society For this.task the present system, with its shoddy and discriminatory
tests, works quite well and-almost independently of the quality of the tests them-,
"selves! As Henry Dyer stated recently (1973): 31
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The-widespread use of tests for purposes of selection for deciding from Kinder-
garten Agarten on up who will pass nd who will fail,. who will be winners d who will he

losers, is not likely to go way in a hurry. For, wheth r we like 44,,.or not, it has
become indigenous to the kind of competitive culture that characterizes our social
institutions, including,our educational institutions.

In a historical analysis of the standardized testing overnent, Karier (1972) has
described how the use of tests to classify .children developed in the 1920s and
1930s reflected the prejudices 9f our society prevale t at that time Unfortunately,
the same views still influence decisions today In a standard psychology text
published in 1970 (Bernard), individuals are classified according to IQ into
categories designated as follows.

. Intellectual Educational Live Work IQ % of
Category Potential Potential Range Population

feeble-minded Uneducable Typically dependent 70 1

Borderline Special Schooling Routine lobs 70-80 2

Slow learners Special classes Day laborers,
routine, jobs 80-90. 16

Normal High school, but
perhaps with
difficulty

Laborers, semi-
skilled jobs,
clerical work,
some semi-
professional 90-110 5.0

Superior High School,
some college

Skilled work, pro-
fessional work for,
some 110-120 16

Very superior College Skilled work, pro-
fessional career 120-130 2

Gifted Graduate School Profepional,, '`
creative . 130 1

The social implications of the view that only 2 percent of the population,''
selected on the basis of a series of standardized paper and pencil tests, definitely
has the capacity for college work and professional careers and that at best 16
percent of the population has the potential for "some college" represents a
political judgment that would not be affected significantly even ,if the tests used
were less subject to,technical

The possibility of high test scores is held out to ,parents as away of providing a
great future for their children when, in fact, it would take a very high score indeed
to change significantly the life chances of poor children The complex relation of
school to economics, to college admission Sand to the job market is closely related
to larger social and political issues, including the prejudices of our society (Berg,

1970).
What the tests encourage is a lottery concept of educatibn. It is true'tljaran,

unusually high-achieving child from deprived circumstances-Ta child who doerri--
very well on the standardized testscan break aut of the bounds of the cl8s in
which he or she lives and actually change status. But the odds against such an
occurrence are enormous. This kind of caseand there are,some all the timehas
the same effect on redistribution of classes in society that the lottery has on redis-
tobution of inco?ne. The lottery in Massachusetts, for example, provides about a 13
million to one chance of winning $1,000,000. That means that, after 13 million

tickets are sold, one person may drastically change his or her economic status
There are lust enough winner? of smaller amounts so that many people an
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sum-Sort' the ill sion that they too may
1

be a winner, that theY

.

too can change their
status But, of course, the actual number is so small that the few who.break out of
poverty' by ,vintiing the sweepstakes is ms' ignificant for any change in clIss
'alignmentalignment FxaCtly the same reasoning supports the' concept that good reading.
scores will help populations break out oFpoverty or oppression The a,ctual- number
of children who can change their status as a result of, school success is trivial
compared to the total pops those condemned to poor jobs and continuing. , , -'poverty

.

We can recognize that the tests do not necessarily reflect accurately children's
abilities and knowledge of individuals, by noting the numb `of exceptions to
expected results Every person active in education has his or her own store of
anecdotes about Jane who did poorly On an MAT but could do the work, of Frankie ,
who could read only on the second-grade leVel and, after two months of help,
could read on the sixth-grade level, of Janice whose IQ rose 25 points in a year In
some cases where people have looked at children carefully and worked with theni--, -e
sen'sitively. whole clashes and groups have increased their IQs (Rayder et al , 1973)
or their grade level achievement phenomenally over relatively short periods of
time In Reading, How 1-1) (1973) Kohl ?eports the case of Lillian', a child whose
performance improved so much that it required the threat of a law suit to force the
school to accept the results of three reading tests

Summary
Before we advocate major programs to improve standardized tests, we have to

retogniZe their role, in the American educational scene. The tests are one
component in the elltig s tem of American schools. They contribute one
element, but not the only one, SNrrecessary condition, but not a sufficieneone, to
see to it that the schools continue the society as it is We have to be aware of the
use of testing in the society, of the social and political role of the education
system, and of the investment in the present evaluation structure Only if we are
willing to reexamine the entire structure and nature tf the education of our
children can we hope to achieve more equitable schooling that assists each child
to.cleveloP his or her full potential
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Anotherriook
at What's Wrong
with Readiiig Tests
Deborah Meier

A teacher listening to two children read theopassage, "He lived in a big house,"
notes that one read, "He lived in a big apartment" and the other, "He lived in a big
horse "1 Are both equally wrong? In fact, many teachers, like many tests, are prone
to consider, the latter mistake )ess .serious, since it's "oft" by only a single
consonant rather than a whole word.

In our frantic effort to t ch children how to beat the testing game we have lost
sight of the purOose of rea g. to turn the ,;(4ten page into something that makes
sense. Tests (formal or informal-) are, at best, only symptomatfc, a roundabout way
of getting some hirits as to what students are doing and whether schools are helping
them. But the nature of the tests we have devised and our single- minded focus on
them have led to a decline in concern for the r I act of reading with its power to
explain, to inflitence and to move. (For examp amidst the prestimably enormous
concern to improve reading in New York City, neighborhood libraries have been
cut back to a few hours a day and weekend use has been eliminated.) I n order to
understand how this is so, we need clarificatiop regarding both the act of reading
and the nature of testing. Particularly, we need (1) a definition of what we mean by
reading, competence, (2) a closer look .at" the implicit underlying definition of
reading that is embodied in current reading tests, and (3) some alternative means
of assessing reading that would document better what is and direct attention
toward what could be

k

TONard,a Definition of Reading
s Wepretendtp parents, teachers and childrenthat it is enough that a child be
irilfed into changing a set of visual symbols into oral ones, We act as though this
action.w.ere reading. (It is such a commonly accepted definition of reading that the
parents of fluent readers sometimes complain that schools are not teaching their
children phonics ) We call this beh ior "decoding" although, as ,linguist Frank
Smith points out, actually it is merely translating from one code (visual) into
another code (oral).2 Such a skill, useful as it may be is a very trivial one. For
example, I can do it for Spanish without being able to understand a thing I am
sayihg.

We are in fact faced with a vast number of students who have made this first
translation into oral reading. They can decode yet they are still at sea We are all in
this fix sometimes when reading something we find difficult The problem we face;
is not "breaking the visual to oral code." Our difficulty lies in the subject matter
itself or the language used to describe it. At such times we cannot translate the

visual or the oral symbols into significant meanings. Turning those marks on the
page into meaning is what constitutes reading. To do this means bringing a lot into
the act of reading quite aside frbm what we know about the visual Marks on the

written page. _34
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When a college professor complains that, his students these days' do not even

know how to read, he naturally means (although he may jtot realize it) that such
students cannot make sense of the reading material he minimally expects of a
college freshman The distinction between a 12.9 and a 6.9 reader (using the grade-
level equivalents of the standardized reading measures), after all, is not thatone
can read and the other cannot. The difference lies in what they can get meaning
from or the different sorts of meaning they-take from the same ')material. What
changesor what should changeover time is what we bring to the act of reading

Many experts have suggested as a definition of reading skill qua reading skill
(literacy), the closing of the Lap betoeen what one can make sense of orally and
what one can comprehend visually.3 Given such a closure, the school's task should
be to help children make sense out of more of the World.

What Is Happening Back in the Real World?
in,the absence of an acceptance of the kind of definition of reading outlined

brfefly above, the tests -themselves have become a kind of implicit 'definition.
When we ask a teacher or parent about a child's reading, they all increasingly fall

-back on the jargon of test scores. All cogon-sense judgments are abandoned.
Even children begin to judge their reading a, though it were merely an extension of
'testing. And no wonder, when even the best intentioned of us b4gin to urge
children to read in order to raise-their test scores.

Those children who come to reading easily are tbp least injured by this, although
they too are encouraged to focus narrowlf on keeping ahead on the tests. Upper-
grade children who are already fluent readers, especially.iltly are in inner-city
schools, are often kept busy filling in blanks and drilling,on Llbskills that might
appear on tests while the content of the world is skipped over as a luxury..Good.
books are used merely to teach test skills. "getting the meaning" or "inferential
thinking."

But the children who badly need the teacher's assistance are the most seriously
handicapped. While we hammer away at skill tasks that appear on tests, we often
deptive these youngsters of the kind of knowledge and language experience that
they badly need to bring to their reading. Even the skiirtask§tthemselves are often
justified by the teacher only on the ground; that they are necessary for the tests.
They too may leave children as much in the dark as ever about how to use their
own natural intelligenCe to work out the relationships between the visual symbols
and the world of meaning Worse still, these tasks convince some children not to
trust their own intelligent hypotheses, thus making it virtually impossible for them
to develop fluency.

The task of making sense of the written word is a procedure very similar to one
all children accomplished just a few years earliezwhen they .learned to talk. It is
well to remember that the childrpn who enter school, including the most dis-
advantaged, have only recently ctnstructed and verified a set of bewilderingly
complex rules that "summarize the relationships and regularities underlying
language "4 They succeed "'oven though adults are far from any understanding of
what these relationships and regularities are, let alone how to impart them through
fdrmal instruction."5 They used a process of trial and errorplenty of error! To
encourage such experimentation we merely supported the never-stop noisemaking
and monologue-like conversation of small children. We responded to the sense of
what they were saying whenever appropriate. We did not categorize theft at each

'successive stage, isolate the sounds or rules for their practice, count their errors of
restrict them on,the basis of some prior logical notion of "sequence." We did not'

35
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need a test to know if they were progressing or whether indeed they knew;'how to
talk" when they came to school We have no comparable grade-level oral language
standards iniportant as oral language is Nor do we confuse good talking with
conscious knowledge of the way language is put together, intriguing as the latter

, .
may be le -. Ilir ,

Reading, like talking, appears to be logically impossible only when we persist in
acting as thotigh One needed to know all about it in order to do it We appear to
believe that learning to read requires both a superhuman memory and a quite
impossible memory retrieval system We appear to do so in a period of educational
history in which we simultaneously admire the research of Jean Piaget, which leads ,

us to conclude that young children's thinking is still very concrete and utilizes a
form of logic that seems indeed illogical to atilults Yet we try to teach children to
read asthough they were indeed highly sophisticated and self-conscious computer
programers (and as though our system of written language was "computerable")
That it sometimes appears to work is a crellipto the flexibilitOand tenacity of
human intelligenceto pick out what it needs and discard the rest That it so often

. does not lead to anything resembling the real act of reading is hardly surprising
'But we persist in this view of our task since the one thing such an approach may

indeed succeed in doing, at bast in the short turn, is raise reading scores .

I. Even when children get past the first roadblock and begin to read with some
fluency, new obstacles appear in the form of new test-related demands For what is
especially vicious about this test-dominated approach is that it.never ends. There

34are always more tasks that willinake you read (i e. test) even better Af no point
., along the way is one allowed to say "Goodness, he reads' On to other things

I For example,, in a study of the Stanford Reading Diagnostic using inner-city
Philadelphia seventh-graders, it appeared that many children scored well on the

,
reading comprehension subsection (the only part that comes close to measuring
reading per se) but were pulled down by low scoresion.subsections measuring

.., auditory discrimalion blending and syllabication 6 Since the youngsterls' final
scores reflected the sum of all the parts (and since teachers, children and programs

- are judged by such final scores), many odd classroom procedures naturally follow
Conscientious 'teachers give such children remediation tasks on the subskills

they tested poorly on They do so regardless of any evidence that this will lead to
improvement in comprehension Children are drilled' on recognizing similarities
between certain isolated sounds ( "Which word," the teacher might ask, ".has the
same sound in the middle aat'table, run,, camp or seat?") They spend hours
learning rules to help them,decide whether to break "riddle" into "ri-ddle,"
"rid-die" or "ridd-le Considerable energy is also spent helping students decipher
test, instructions, since all these skills will be in vain if the student cannot
fieemonstrate therrwsuccessfully on the test. Little time remains for reading or for
other content areas The child haS been trapped Any other course seems to court °
disaster,, being labeled "below grade."
The Tests* .
, It is critical to recognize t t a test is based on assumptions regarding what is
being measured and why`"T difficulty With our reading tests is thaLwe have
accepted the machinery of t e tests without having questioned whether" we agree
with their implicit or explicit definition of reading or of reading progress Even less
so have we agreed on how such reading is acquired In fact, the testmakers deny

* having either a' definitionOr a theory. They are merely measurement men.)
The tests are constructed not from an explicit theory of reading but out of an

eclectic potpourri of items whosepstification lies in the fact that they have a high
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degree of correlation with later school success, are consistent with other similar
tests, and produce a normal curve The midpoint along this curve then constitutes
what the layman mistakenly assumes is the "should" of reading Does this sound
too slipshod, unfair, unlikely as a description?'
,_In the summer of 1973 a.group of respected reading and testing experts met

together in Georgetown, Washington,, D.0 ,u.nder the auspices of the International
Reading Association They had a hard tithe agreetng about much, particularly
about what to do or say to the public at large But there was, as cane participant
noted iK summarizing the conference,8 virtually unanimous agreement that all the
existing normative-based reading tests were without a theoretical rationale, had
"little relevance for instruction and were not designed to measure or record
educational improvement". The experts agreed that the tests "both mask and
_distort thereal issues involved in the acctosition of reading skill" and that there is

today "no definitive knowledge regarding either the sequential !earnings or
component skills that children must acquire in order to read successfully," They
further endorsed the notion that "especially in the acquisition period" reading tests
should be "program specific," testingConly what has been directly taught or
indirectly fotstered."
Alternativct

There are many alternative forms of assessment No perfect ftpnes exist for all
purposes and all 'programs 9 'For example, the use of individually administered
reading inventories such as the Spache1° or the Silvaroli11 are a step in the right

'direction if we want rough comparative data on individu,& skill They also can
providi some diagnostic information, although so can any teaaer who gives
attention to a child's reading. Kenneth Goodman's Miscue I mientory12 is better as
a tool for gaining insight into a child's individual approach, although too detailed
and complex for everyday use

Short, program-specific tests designed to fit the activities of a particular class-
,

"room or program are manifold They often come with commercial readinsystems,
or can be quickly whipped up by a teacher to see if what has been specifically
taught has been learned

Good anecdotal documentation of observed student language and reading is
done by many good teachers and researchers and could yield rich information that
is both diagnostic and suggestive if we chose to spend our time and money that

.way.11
For obtaining general data on larger populatiOns,- programs or trends,

particularly beyond the stage of minimal reading acquisition, random sampling
techniques applied even tsc'the existing normative-type tests would be preferable
Random sampling would also make alternative, more individualized methods
financially feasible and could thereby provide fat) richer data. Incidentally, it
would also avoid7the enormous and unbeatable problem of cheating that is

encouraged under present circumstances, since it removes both the opportunity
and the incentive to coach for the teA or cheat during it. The English ,have, for
example, given a short individually administered reading test to a sample
population every ten years 14 While the English system of testing has also received
criticism for archaic language as well as methodology, it has at least attempted to
develop comparative longitudinal data without distorting the educational process
by the evaluation of it.

The problem of assessment, in factA is so equally well met by other and even
cheaper methods than the current mass testings that one is led to conclude that
there may be method to this madness 15 37
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Codclusion

Most,,standardized reading tests play a negative role They discourage us from
using schools to help children become readers Those with other resources learn
anyway, those least advantaged are as usual stumped

The tests encourage us to fall for the notion that reading 1,s mostly just a "trick," a
useful one for "getting ahead' in the "real world" rather than a means of expanding
oununderstanding of it c ,

It is well to remember that schools cannot get everyone)above the median It
stands to reason, given other facts of life, that the least adva(itaged will more likely
tall below the median than above This natural fact of is reinforced by the
nature of any standardized instrument weighted, as it must ipe, toward the culture
and associative patterns of the mainstream child 16

Still schools could succeed in making almost all children g-tiod.,..Leaders This
appears otherwise only so long as we define good reading as a point on -tii-enor,ncbal.
cure 11 we tall for that frame of reference, it is indeed a logical contradiction to
seek, improvement

TO say there is no intrinsic necessity for the poOr to turn off wrften language is
not to pretend that we could alter the class structure, achieve economic and social
equality, produce vast changes in patterns of mobility,, or "even" reverse the
locations of socioeconomic groupings on a normative scale by making all children
competent readed ,But merely because we cannot achieve all this Just by helping
children be readers does not mean it is not worth doing
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The Stranglehold
of Norms on the
Ihdividual Child
Lois Barclay'Murphy

H

Our children-are choking in a stranglehold of norms What do I mean by
"stranglehold"? I am talking abOut the stifling, asphyxiating, smothering effect that
comes from pigeonholing children in.terms of test scores, of normative categories
of pathology and nonconformity to social demands. The breath -1Df learning
requires oxygen for mental, growth and respect for the integrity of the child's
individual psychic metabolism as well as his physical idiosyncrasies. Confinement
to a narrow, tight, constrained mental and emotional environment limited by
statistically based norms and unrealistically, restricted expectations can starve as
well as frustrate the child, Just as the Berkeley tat cages interfered with optinial
development of brain tissue and problem-solving in little rats (Rosenzweig, 1972).

The strangling And starvation go on in schools, hospitals, clinks, families
wherever we freeze our expectations of a child in terms of the belief that tests are

truth, the whole truth and the final permanent truth about a t..Yuld's potentiali-
ties Judgments are too often weighted 'on the negative side. Instead of asking
about how sick, or bad, or problem-ridden a child is, we could ask. "Flow is he
dealing with the complex life situation he is in, with its remotenesr from his style,
his longings his Talities, his needs, his particular balance or imbalance of
strengths and vulnei4bilities?" Wecould ask "How can we support his integrity,
build on his resources, help him in ways lie wants and is .reacli, to be helped,
wherever we find him?"

How and When To Look at Tests
Some wise teachers say "I don't look at the tests until I.'ve had 'time to get

acquainted with the child and discover'What heiesponds. to, what skills he has,
what he is interested in, what his tempo is, what he is hiding and what he lets us see
(I usually need a month or six weeks for that). Then I look at the test results in
relation to the way he is .functioning Sometimes he does better than the tests
would lead one to expect, sometimes not so veil. If the latter, I can explore
different avenues of reaching him, to bring out his better level, and I try to find out
what is hurting, or why he cannot bring to the group what he was able to bring in
the test situation If he does better in the classroom than he did on the tests, I try to
find out what bugged him in the tests, or what they did not give him a chance'to
show '

Tests can enrich the teacher's insight br the therapist's understanding only when 't/
the details are looked at in relation to the child's experience in the test situation.
what he was coping with and how.

Speed norms can be especially misleading, as we know from studies Ivf Ameri,can
Indian children (Klineberg, 1928) and from many 'children to whom strangengs- in
a situation slows them down as they try to grasp what is going on.

Age norms have been useful in gross distinctions between severely retarded and

Adapted iTIOT1 a presentatiun to thr American Orthopsychiatoc Association at its 1972 Annual Conference in betroit,
Michigan I list published in Childhood Education, April 1973, pp 343-49,
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adequately endowed children and, morebroadly still, between capacities of
children and adults But they, hae led to rigid assunotions regarding age
appropriate behavior and urireah.* pressures On children to behave like a twelve-
yearrold or a fourteen-Yearild,, as I shall document later, or even at younger age
levels to '.'be a big boy Pressures to meet arbitrary sex-role standards especially
ignore the wide variety of growing-up patterns exhibited by children in longitudinal
studies Mental health norms and concepts of problem behavior are often incon-
sistent with what we know, of the vicissitudes accompanyimg the process Of
growing up, the long struggle with remarkably unique patterns of vulnerability and
strength, and the very important "Toynbee effect," title response to challenges
evoked by the confrontation of. one's specific checkerboard of weaknesses and
resources with the environmental checkerboard of stresses and supports. To a large
extent, each child's developthent 15'a-mystery story whose outcome we cannot
really predict The complexity of the developmental process with the emerging
capacities, drives, investment's, conflicts is still far beyond our complete
comprehension, at our present primitive stage of understanding

Some Key Sources on Human;DeVelopment
The most important volume on hurnri development to appear to date became

available in time for me tcluse some of the findings to document this thesis I refer
to The COurse of Human Development (1971) by Jones, Bayley; Macfarlane, and
Honzik, of the Institute of Human Development at the University of California.
This book ,contains- edited versions of over sixty papers on physical, mental,
emotional and social development of the children, now adults, in three major
longitudinal studies at Berkeley begun in the 1920s and continued into the present.
It is not only a gold mine but the major gold mine of solid findings on
development, with implications everyone working responsibly with children must
take into a

Here I
most s

t

ount
n share with-you only a few highlights,, which I believe should be taken.

iously andwhich, if we do, should challenge and turn around some of our
r gid assurptiohs about behavior and devAipment.

hysical Development and Behavior
Let us start with the reports about relations between physical development and

behavior, some of which should be familiar but generally are not, from the volume
by Stolz and Stolz (1951), the paper by M. C. Jones and N Bayley (1950) and by
H E. Jones (1971). These related articles document ways the 20 percent of girls who
mature most early get into difficulties as a result their social anq sexual drives.ar&
precocious in relation to their intellectual development, they may attract older
boys, be full of adolescent fantasies too early And be out of harness'with their
slower more- average peers Since boys generally Mature more slowly than girls, the
slowest 20 percent of boys are also out on a limb, left to feel with both
boys and girls, isolated, rejected, and of coursethey develop,sOme form of coping,
and defense techniques to deal with their situation. Similar dilemmas are
experienced by children'wfio may not be in the extreme 20 percent, but whose
growth pattern is variable.

In other words, it behooves us to watch closely'to see exactly what the develop;
..imental situation and problem are for the child before we'complajn that he or she is
not "acting appropriately for his "age." How can ey fit into a norm that is in-
appropriate to their individual patterns of developarnt? Physical measures such as
height were much more predictive over a long age-span than,mental test measures,
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Shah the support for the thesis IN Sturphy preNent, hereon 4files from longitudinal series of stothe y. of normal children,
enitiatedat the lsfenninger foundation in 16peka kansas by S 711" tswiond and Leitch:in 1948,4rnaprried turther under
lt.p.s.twony ,LteL boij urtl 1%9 .sell ,t, born her your resedridi at Sarah LaYrence Collette Support rs.is contributed for

. /Ill. hum the l'ivittei and Newnevev itiondaribtys and from the National Institute utrental Health, and for
the latter studies by grants trum the losiah Macy, lr ftiNclation

while these were better than personality measures Correlations fOrheight between
ages three and eighteen years were in the 70s, whereas mental-test measures were
around 40 But few personality measures reached .40 It is worthwhile to look
closely at IQs Macfarlane (1971) observes that for the eight ttests given between
ages srx and eighteen, only 15 percent of the children showed a range of less than
10 IQ.points, 58 percent showed a change of 15 IQ points or mbre. One-third of the
children showed a range of'20 IQ points or more Ten percent showed a range of 30
point's or more These results are in line with our Topeka findings (Moriarty, 1966)
arid, in addition, data, from the Fels Resear6h Institute (Sontag, Baker and Nelson,.
1958),Ths well as other studies'such as Nancy Bayley analyses of sequences in IQ
(19,49).

-Misconceptions About Mental 'Development
Macfarlane concludes that' little reliance can be 'placed on one test:' Beyond

thik, she-nOtes the striking finding tki'at a number of men with poor records both on
mental tests and school grades, right throu'gt?high schoccl, came as adults into
positions requiring creativity and high intelligence. For example, one man had an
dNi era ge IQ through his developmental years around 100, he was held over three
times in elementary scEbol, and finallyAraduated from high school at age
twenty-cne without college recalmendations He left the community made up
his high school deficiencies and now 6 a highly talented architect. Currently he is
living out a'normal life through his ohildren., being active in his community, and
finding life exciting'and 'satisfying after thinking of himself as "a listlep oddball"
during' childhood and adolescence -

Social Development
MacfArlane also tells us- that, of the children studied by a large research staff

with different theoretical biases, close to 50 percent turned out to be more stable
and effective adults than any staff member had predicted, 20 percent were less=j'
sub.staritial than predicted, sand scarcely one -third turned,cutas predicted

Among the 10 percent wh'o turned out far better than-predicted were two who
presistently spent their energies in defiance of regulations, getting marginal or
failing grades,.throughouttheir schooling, and _finally getting expelled at ages
fifteen and sixteen. Macfarlane finds, both of them td be wise, understanding .
parts now, who appreciate'the complexities of life, morgover, they are*.
humorous and compassionate.

In reflecting on the factors contributing to erroneous predictions, Macfarlane
remarks that no one bedomes mature witbout the pains and confusions of maturing
experiences. Even experiences that looked traumatic at the time are now regarded
by subjects as forcing them to come to_ terms with what they wanted and did not
want out of their lives, Ind to shift their behavior in the 'direction of goals they
Clarified. Also, many times, behavior, considered' unpromising by clinical
examiners, such as overdependence, was converted into nurturance by adulthood
and not overprotection since these people wanted their children to avoid the
overdependence they themselves had experiericed. There wete also "late
bloomers" who blossomed only after they got away frotri-tbeir families'and were
released to be themselves. Macfarlane emphasizes the capacity of these young
people to drop early habits and behavior that, @ot in their way as adults, anclto
develop new patterns on a trial-and-error basis. She also emphasizes the tendencly
of a chniCal staff to overweight pathogenic aspects,of behaviat seen in childhood
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and to give too little weight to the,matirity-inducing aspects.
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Some Basic Findings on Individuality
I have begun with the most familiar areas for clinical and ucational workers.

Let me go on to some very fundamental findings from the m mai, physiological
and/biochemical areas Another-important volume for clinical kers Must be The
Biology of Elliman Variation. Here Dr Sontag (1966) of the Fels Research Institute
reports evidence that the heart rite of the fetus, influenced as it may be by the
fetal environment, tends to persist to adulthood. And we are beginning to have
data on the relation of behavior to heart functioning and other autonomic
reactivity patterns Granted that the autonomic nervous system' interacts with the
central nervops system and is influeried by cognitive functioning 'biofeed-
back studies are showing (Hefferlin and Bruno, 1971) the influence from
autonomic functioning to behavior urgently demands attention. In fact, it may
well be that we will understand more about variability in IQ when we study the
relation of these variations to autinomic reactivity.

Still another basic contribution to bur thinking is that of Roger Williams in, his
briok on Biochemical Individuality (1956). Here he documents the extraordinary
variations in individual structure and needs from sizes and shapes of storliach
and intestines to the most extreme differences in needs for each Of the different
vitarnins Such findings simply add another dimension to the extensive end solid
data on individuality of growth patterns from infancy to addlthooci (Shirley, 1931,
Olson; 1943;-aneothers)

r Miiuse of Statistics ,
-4 . .

.

We .really don't need any More support for the necessity of recognizing
indkiiduality at every level but, just to cap the climax, I will mention the comments
of one of the world's foremost statisticians, C. Radhakrishma Rao (1965,), to the
effect that much of ow statistical thinking is unsound when we draw conclusions
from average scores in large groups, while ignoring the scores of counterbalancing

- subgroups that contribute to the averages21 emphasize this point. Ipecause; the
averages are used as a-basis fOr norms ,norms which we have alrea'dy' seen are
misleading, as in the data on variations in ages of maturation at puberty.---__ .....,

We have been talking about individ ality, plasticity and the capa,eity,lor.self-

v..
Rethinking Frozen Contepe "

Nap ; :-4-i ,.

directed change. Macfarlane also emphasized the trap of pathdlOgy.:tisriented
thinking'. Surely the data amassed over the last fifty years demand thatme,et.hink
our frozen cbncepts, loosen up, confront the realities of child development and.1

s\come up with some better, more realistic if less quid and easy concepts. Reliance
on the IQ has stultified our thinking about potenti.ilities of children. Reparie on ,

pathblogy-dominated concepts of drives, has distorted our thinking, even ,poliiited
it . ._ 41` \ ,..*: i *,

What are the alternatives, possible ways of thinking about children that m\igh.11e .
more fair to the child and his potential development? - \:.

.A 'It., . t ... .
it ' . '... 1 . \Using Data Qualitatively a - .. ,at - , , ft

Z. .4 \ '
First, we need to recognize that IQ tests, personality tests, and the rest t.::.

limited We can itselvhat they tell us about what the child4oes at this momerfe.,;. ',
under these confining, distracting, uncomfortable, frightening, boring, uninspirink;-
conditions TheY.don't tell us what the child does under other conditions, or what":4'...
he might do if comfortable, or inspired, healthier, or less bogged down st. ;,,, \
in family anxieties As9pe_little boy in the Topeka studies implied, they do not \it,
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even necessarily tell what the Child can do right po,A%. He asked, "Why don't you
ask me to do what I can do?" '

Along with this, we,neecctO recognize tha t the specifics of the test may be much
more illuminatingfhap the IQ, which' is the avefage;ofall the functions. One little
girl who barely passed seventhryear-level tests on routine items 'passed twelfth-
year-level tests involviriginsight avid comprehensioA.,Although she was retarded in
reading at that time, she lies _become an expressive and original writer and a
remarkably intuitive and treatie 4,potber She was considered a "slow learner" in

second grade, while 'all the time she was storing away observations and
1111ctions in her independent sensitive way. I could give other examples, from our
Topeka studies (Murphy and Moriarty): a girl with an early IQ df 100, who was
considered in college the most outstanding candidate for a music scholarship, and
is now having her graduate year of practice teaching in preparation for a career as
a music teacher In her case, the incidental observations of her social awareness
could have provided a better basis for prediction of later development.

Understanding Motivation Some Examples

Along with the qualitative use of data fromIgts of all sorts an d the observations
that can be made during, before and after tests,, we need a drastically new
approach to motivations and drivOs. Perhaps we will beon more solid grotkd if we
ask. "What is this child's situation, tha positives and negatives (roadblocks, frustra-
tions, etc.) for him; what can we learn about the positives and negatiyes of the
equipment he brings to dealing with the situation the areas of strength and of
vulnerability, and in terms of his plus and minus resources what is he trying to do
with his situation?" In juvenile -,Court one Monday. morning I saw a ghetto boy
brought in for picking up some discarded metal tUBIRk, in a construction area; I

don't know just what he was going to do with it, but .nobrie asked him. Here is a
boy for whom the city provided no play space, nothing to explore or to creafe with.
He finds something he might use: Bravo! A boy with some initiative, some active
drive to pick up a crumb of possible value.in the arid ghetto where're lives. Let us
get him into a shop for metal- and wood-working where he can try out his ideas
instead of sending him to Detention 'where he'll learn fascinating criminal
techniques.

Here is another six-year-old boy with an extremely disturbed mother. I happened
to be nearby when I heard him yell to a'friend, "Bill, let's get the hell out ofchere,
Mom's starting to go on a rampage." His drive to survival was being expressed in
utterly healthy and sensible escape. At school his teacher reported that he didn't
seem to trust any adults and was not "learning." Of course, he had learned some
very basic things, and was using his learning well in terms of what he had
experienced of life so far.

APother six-year-old boy who rejected a very. rigid teacIrwas placed in a
different school and reported, "This new teacher understands children much better
than that other teacher." He was correct just one instance of how important it is
to listen to the observations, judgments and points of view of children.

The examples I have given illustrate the child'st integrity as an autonomous'
growing, person, appraising his environment, finding ways to survive in it,
developing whatever coping methods and defenses he can devi?e to get along with
the business of growing up and ggt along in the situation irkswhich he finds himself.
The extensive documentation of transitoriness of fears (Jersild, 1935) Behavior
problems (Macfarlene, Allen and Honzik, 1971) and even changes in body-build
(Stolz and Stolz, 195)),attest to the extertof the child's plasticity and capacity for
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change, and for progress in mastery and outgrowing earlier patterns he does not
need any longer Topeka (Murphy and Moriarty) and Berkeley (Macfarlane,
"Perspectives ,'"' 1971) studies document the positive ouscomes that can emerge
from the child's mastery of his vulnerability and the stresses he successively fac'es

Discovering Coping Strategies
The obvious conclusion is that we need to focus on and better understand the

.naturesof ongoing current coping struggles,' how to support,Shem, how to help the
child to extract the strength and insight that successive experiences may make
available to him. We need to understand the positive strategic values of
withdrawal in certain situations, and be very cautious about talking about a "with-
drawn child Similarly we need to respect and value children's protests,
resistances, attempts to change or control situations, and all the other active
coping efforts that can giv us cues to what the chil finds intolerable, unsuitable,
boring, distasteful or threat ning to his integrity I a not offering a new scale or a
new test to freeze your th nking once again. I am p ding instead that each
clinician, each teacher, use all of the available resources along with his own fresh
look at the child in his situation in order to discover the meaning of the child's
'behavior from the child's own point of view.
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Part III
Some Examples of
Meaningful
Evaluation

The -Prospect
I School: Taking-

Account of
Process
Patricia F. Carini

In the past, many schools have recorded only achieie' ed outcome;. Thus,
teachers and parents have typically accepted 'isolated _end by-products of the
learning process as representing learners' knowledge. a child could state an
answer to an-arithmetic problem, the process, by which, he reached the solution
whether by guessing, counting on the fingers, or engaging in logical derivation
was neither discussed nor recorded. ,k

To the extent that process was given consideration, as in theinstance f asking a
child to correct a wrong answer Ely correcting the process he used to re h th =

answer, p-roccess itself was construed to be a correct procedure. Therefore, as n th
assessment and recording of end products, process too has usually been me sured
in terms of correctness rather tharrin terms of productivity, flexibility, me ing-
fulness or spontaneity.

For children in classrooms where their activity is minimal except for verbal
responses, such as assessment is virtually all that is available to a teacher. And, in
any event, end products are most readily-available for measur'ement.

When classrooms are structured as environments that invite direct, active
involvement in exploring concrete material, hOyvever, the processes underlying the
child's organization of the world around him become more apparent to the

-

Reprinted from Childhood Education, April 1973, pp 350-5A



insightful teacher With this awareness, the teacher may develop reluctance to
maintain theAci forms of achievement-oriented record-keeping and testing.

A crucial difference in recording and documenting process rather than
achievement is that the former must be observe_d.over time to determine a,pdttern,
a matrix of descriptions of the learner's involvement. Using measures of
end-achievements, for assessment purposes, on the other hand, assumes that
Learning can ecorded and assessed as isolated elements independently of the
meaning fo,r 1.10earner.

. .

Speaking ', the ongoingness of the learning situation, the importance of
continuity46-fin" Dewey (1938, p. 38) said

,. itexperience arouses curiosity, strengthens initiative, sets up de ires an
-purposes tare sufficiently intense to carry a person over
,future,, continuity works ,in a very _different WAY. Every experience is a moving
force Its value can be judged only on the ground of what it moves to;ard and intow

'-It is then the b siness of the educator to see_in what direction an experience is
heading.. . Failur to take the moving force tan n experience into account so as to
judge and direct it on the ground of 4Ahat it is moving into means disloyalty to the
principle of experience itself. ..- .

And Alfred North 'Whitehead ,(j '19, p. 25), who also gras ed thoroughly the
organic nature of the complex we call "-school!! counseled that t assess the gchool
we should not test the achievement of ,,its. students but samp the ;program
according to its stated goals and philosophy. .,

..,,

Primarily.it is the schools and northe scholars which should be inspecteck,fach44,, school shotild grant its own leaving certificates,_ based on its own curriculum.'':The
standards of these schools should be sampled and corrected. But the first req
for instituting educational reform is the school as a unit, with its approved
riculum based °Wits own-needs, and evolved by its own staff. ,A ip. any human process we only see, truly encounter, what is Available to us from

1

our min point of view. We must first of all acknowledge the relativity-Of-the event
be it the learning process, Isn9wledge itself, or flit school and the subjectivity

.,, oft4r own assessment. ..---' ,
The "objecti-ve' measure, such as a score or computerized' datum,. always is

rooted in someone's point of vietirabouj what is yvorthy of validation. If all we can
articulate from our point of view about a child's experience with..arithmetic is thei,
correctness of his information, then we can. respond to and record only that aspect
Of his experience. -

If we perceive the,most important skill in reading to be Word-recognition, we will
find an "independent measure"-of word-recognition and-by applying it' we will
validate not the reading process but the single dimension that (unac,knowledgedly)
we deem to-have greatest significance But by being willing to flego certainty and
by accepting our point of viewas part of the datum, we can ccrue descriptive
patterns that will permit the stable characteristics, the stable themes of an event to
emerge. ,

d places in the

*

The Prospect School, as a demonstration schtiol for the state of Vermont, has
had to confront the necessity for record-keeping, documentation.and evaluation
since it was founded in 1965 Beginning with an original group of twenty-five five-
and six7year-olds froth widely varied economic backgrounds, the school has
evolv,ed to include approximately ninety-five children, grades K-9. The population
continues to reflect diverse economic backgrounds, Staff presently includes five
teachers, and it is their records that prouide the basiC data for an ongoing research
and documentation program. The design for the record-keeping, the research and
the docurnentationand the collation of the longitudinal data haye'been largely
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the responsibility of 'a small research staff (origiatlY one pellson and, since 1971,
three persons) serving in an adjunct relationship to the school.

What those of us working at The Prospect School have done within our program
is to construe our record-keeping as a consciously temporal and subjective process
In practice, we consciously examine and.record processes' e g ,, social
development, expressiveness, reading descrip.tively so that any given process is
available for interpretation over time accordipg to the way it contributes to the
child's total development or to the evolution of the leaning environment. That is,
the availability of descripuye records provides the basis for an ongoing
examination and interpretation from a variety of points of view of such diverse
processes as the physical and intellectual development of the individual child, the
patterns in learning to read among a group pf children, the relJtron-ship of early
arithmetic skill to social development, the contribution of the individual's interests
to the evolution of the total' curriculum, etc. While the primary objective of these
records is to contribute to the continuity, of the individual chilifc,learning
experience, their secondary objective is to provide a documentary k--count of the
evolving school program Finally, from the data and Insight accrued through-411e .
records and documentation we have also designed instruments (Caririi, Blake
Cann', 1969) to make independent and lorigitudinal .assessments of underlying
processes in children's problem-solving and thinking Through this instrumentation ..._:_,
we hope to learn more of children's spontaneous formulations of their experience. , 7-

.

to better enable us to provide a learning ,environment 114-at will support-their
continuing growth. , .

The basic records (Carini and Carter, 1971, Carter andCarini, 1972) we have kept
to provide a continuing description of each child and to pros documentation

. of, program,include the following: .

_, --
Children's work, e g drawings, photos, etc

i
Children's iournalst . /

i

Children's notebooks or written work
Ted( hers' weekly records --

Teachers' reports to parents
Teachers' tssesS&In.et of children's work in math, reading, activities

. -Curriculum trees
Soc iograms ,

HoW these records contribute to the understanding/Of each child's involvement
in the learning process and to the documentation of the total program can be
gauged from the following excerpts from the-IT.Copits kepi of,She involvement of
group of older children'in an ongoing project (Carter & Car'ini, 1972): ,

Teacher's Records of Group Involvement in t130 Merck forest Project [Excerpts/
September 24 Today was beautiful We took the gjoup to the Merck Forest Chris drove David

Sobel's van, beautiful weather and the kids seemed to enjoy it only Heidi mentioned that she didn't
like the trips too much but after lundishe played herFecorderAvith some of the other girls and seemed
happier

Hugh (Putnam) introduced the foresranif we OrOke up
ChW,:took Morns, Alec, tsted and Per- up to Mount Antone

2:11eigh.lecl a group for the grouse expedition and wildlifeElizabeth, Louise, Penny, Dru, Anna, Karl,
Jacob and me
Charlie had a group learning about trees'--EnIlly and Priscilla

Only Ficiidl didn't choose an ac.tivAY ;
After lunch which everyone Drought forthemselves:(exceiR,Morris avid Jacobtorgot) David

read some of The Living Forest:

-

1Thfc form lrecord-kteping applies generally onty jo children,akedeltven or older
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October 28 I went to the Merck with seven students
Per Chris also drove ,it was a warm sunny,day

Per and Ked hiked with Chris to the hunting lOdge
Louis Morri's and I helped blaze a trail
Karl an Alec did surveying

After lun h Louise and I made tea from yellow birch and mint We got back late but all went well,
Novemb r 12 Went to Merck Forest lots.(four inches) of snow Looked for and discussed

animal tra s in the snow Hugh came (Chris went with us), Karl, Emily,...Louise, Ned and Alec
Decem r 2 Chris and I took a.group of nine to the Merck Forest three feet of snow with bright,

sun e hiked to the lodge on snow shoes and cross-country skiit. .all seemed to enjoy it despite
cold and exhaustion
etc

lec, Karl, Louise, Morris, Elizabeth,

Teacher's Records on an Individual Child's Study of Mushrooms [Excerpts]
September 20 At the Merck Forest Elizabeth got really interested in mushrooms wants to study

them next time out
September 27 (Elizabeth) The mushroom project has really captured her interest She has just

been up to her armpits in work since we came back She and Anna and Dru made some really beautiful
posters explaining what they had found.

Eliiabeth's Identification of Mushroom [Excerpts from Her Notebook]
1 Growing in rich soil 21/2 inches high, sort of shady spot Thick stem about 1 mch in diameter it is,

while gills are white getting down toward the edge Also curves inward making cup shade, is about 21/2
to 3 inches across the cap The color gets darker as it cups in, feels hard, the stem is white. When
btoken open, it is (or we think it is) a tricholoma They grow next to pine trees mostly This'oae.was
growing with birches and maples Animals may like eating this kind of mushroom .

2 234 inches tall, the cap is 3 inches across It is a brown color, is very roundy The top flat part is
darker than the rest The gills are white, the stem is pinkish white UNIDENTIFIED

Children's Observations on the Merck Forest [Excerpts from Journals]
Karl no date There is a stream on a mountain It's far There is a place where I went that has

a pool deep and dear There are woods all around

Dru October 7

Hike & Hike & Hike
finally at

the lean-to

Went to Merck Forestp went to identify mushrooms

Death caps &
Gas teromycetes
are in store for
us today

Penny December 2 .Most of us went to the Merck Wray We had to go a different way today
because the other was not plowed When we got there it was a very different place That's what I had
thought, it was a big hill of white, and it had pine and spruce trees all over, and they had snow
weighting down their branches The whole view was so beautiful There were some things in Mary's car
that were Dave's that I wore They were like boots in one way and slippers in th er and they were
very warm It took us a long time to get up to the hunting lodge. When we gOt we only stayed
long enough to eat lunch and then we had to go back to the parking lot But we had a of of fun On the
way back I wore snowshoes

Karl March 21, Last Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday we went to the Merck Forest on a three-
night overnight I don't know what to say about it I went out with Per and Jacob They were throwing
snow-balls at me Today I wrote a letter to the National Outdoor Leadership School about going on
one of their expeditions If I got to go I would be able to hike and fish and all kinds of good things for
five weeks And this afternoon I don't know what I will do but I hope I can ke y reading or writing
or something I also hope I can write in my journal tomorrow.

Implications
The final record reported can serve to identify a comprehensive curriculum

available to the total group at the Prospecr School in math (surveying, maps,
shopping), natural science (mushroom research, grot8e project, animal
identification, etc ), and physical eddcation (trail construction, snow- shoeing,
skiing, etc.). Even from these bri2isxcerpts, the .Pattern of interests and
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Schematiiation?of the, Curnitdons Evolved Throughilie;Merck forest-fiorn.

the l'eacheei'ltetOtdsj

"Compass -work
Map study
Surveying '

441p=niiking,

Merck.F6reit

Thoti; raphy'. ,

'-.Tree identification

:),?' RE.ItariltlarMUStIr0901s,
;SimPler.collettion,

Hiking
Wood 'games
Skiing.
Snow-shoeing

N.--; Tracking

Overnights- .

Animal identification

involvements for individual children is provocative. Does Elizabeth's precision in
classification of the mushroom reveal an absorption in close observation, an
interest in mushrooms themselves, or perhaps both? Can this interest be continued,
givenNn inner connectedness, through lose work with microscopes or more work
with identifiCation? In fact, the interest extend to microscopic study, and if oje
were to look back upon many years of r cords of Elizabeth's involvements one
would f Ind a. balance struck between the precise and mathematical on the one
hand and the fantastic on the other the latter expressed through reading
patterns, writing and productions in clay and papier-mache

Thus, each project reporied in the comprehensive record reflects the specific
interests and involvements of individuals like Elizabeth. That Karl, a child new to
the group, both writes "There is a stream on a mountain. It's far . There is a place
where I went that has a pool cep and clear . ", blares trails, writes to the
National Leadership School, and acknowledges his uncertainty as a member of the
group in his tangential relationship to Jacob and Per gives depth and meaning to
Dewey's. (1938, p 38) statement that ,,

Every experience is a moving force. It can be judged only on the ground of what
it moves toward and into . . . It is then the business of the educator to see in what
direcyon an experience is heading .. . Failure to direct it on the ground of what it is
moving into means disloyalty to the principle of experience itself.- ,.

In what ways should Karl be supported? What will extend and deepen his
interests without distorting them? One function of records is to provide insight to
teachers that enables them to promote continuity of the learner's experience
Documentation.in.comprehensive form of that continuing interest and
involvement, in turn, constitutes a esciiption of the program so that, in
-Whitehead's words, "the standards of tffe school can/be sampled and corrected "

Records like those above, together with brief daily recording of skills (e.g.,
-reading and numbers), have Permitted us to document our curriculum over the
past seven years, to report precisely to parents and others orvgrowth of individual
children, to study patterns of relationship among children, and to discover patterns
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of occurrences that reveal styles of learning; e.g., the bright, late-conserving boy
who, is slow to learn the technical skills in reading.

From these close descriptive observations and recordings within the classroom,
we have also developed hypotheses and instrumentation for making longitudinal
assessments of processes in language, thinking and problem-solving (1967, 1968).
Our process of data-analysis over a four-year period, in combination with
observations of children carrying out spontaneous activities, has resulted in
analysis of the problem-solving tasks and resolutions of the tasks to form a scale
(Carini, 1972). This scale, at, present only partially complete, is the single most
significant result of The Prospect School evaluation to date, as it has potential to
assess the following dimensions in the child's relationship to the world: a) what any
given task demands of the child; b) what the complexity and the availability of the
perceptual or conceptual material are to the child; and, c) what level of
differentiation is reflected in the child's resolution of the tasks. This kind of
assessment'to provide a definition of the limits and plasticity of a developmental
stage is needed if, as Wohlwill (1968) points out, we are to specify a developmental
timetable.

Equally, this kind of ass ssment has potentiality for replacing tests of correctness
with tasks that provide de criptive and diagnostic information about a given child's
approach,to a problem. T IA, a child might be asked to give as many ways as he
can think bt to make ten. By his formulation of the problem as limited, for
example, to one operation (addition) and that operation carried out randomly (8 +
2, 5 +5, 3 +7), we are informed of his capacity to resolve a task requiring the
formulation of a conceptUal framework independently of perceptual materials.
Were we to reformulate the same task to provide the child with the operations end
the logical relationships (9 +_____, 8 +_, 7 +_____, 10--._ = 9, 10____ = 2),
we might anticipate a higher level of resolution.

Thus both ourrecords and testing can be addressed to process and description.
o3\ rid if at times we also find reason to, record or test specific knowledge
end-products;thern this isolated information can be embedded into and given its

. appropriate weight within the total mosaic, of the person's learning experience.
We are encouraged by our progress so far, but look forward to learning more

with and from the children of The Prospect Schbol.

4.4
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Marcy
\ pen School:
Feeding Back to
Decision-Makers
Ruth Anne Aldrich

The basic issue behind any form of evaluation is accountability. Participants in
Marcy,Open School of Minneapolis, Minnesota, have actively considered the
questions, "For what must a school be held accountable?" and "How can
evaluation provide us with the information we need to develop an increasingly
responsible program?"

Such questions, which have obvious importante for assessing the effectiveness
of any educational venture, have particular significance for those of us working to
develop informal, open education approaches. The Open School at Marcy is a part"
of Southeast Alternatives, a federally funded five-yearprojectjagently adminis-
tered under.the National Institute of Education). Thii Experimental School Project
of the Minneapolis Public School District seeks to provide comprehensive change
in education,by offering a number of alternative school ,programs to children,
parents and teachers. Marcy's open education program is one of the four elemen-

, tary alternatives froni which parents and children can choose. It features flexiblg
cum4ulum, kbeduling and age grouping for up to 330 children, ages five to
eleve?i, with emphasis on helping the children learn , to think and to make
independent judgments.

ri
2 p

Evaluation .
.

Evaluation of the Southeast Alternative- Project is both external and internal. A
program of summative evaluation is being developed by a group known as the
Minneapolis Evaluation Team (MET) wh ch reports directly to the National Insti-
tute'of Education. In this article we wi h to focus on the program of formative
evaluation pr-ovided by an internal eval ation group. a

For the past three years I have been w rking as the internal evaluator of Marcy
Open School. My role is to provide infor ation to decision-makers that will help
them improve program. Decision-maker may be individual classroom to chers
who seek to identify and solve probleir wit in their own classrooms, or tht may
be the staff as a whole or the Marcy pAdvis ry C'ouncil composedof parents,

..,,,, 'Teachers and administratorswho are r pon ible for decisions concerning p'ro- it
.° gram and structure. I work with the indivi ual o the group involved, to identify the k

program. As I gather relevant information, it is ven to the people involved to be
used as a tool toward making informed decision .

.,:,---:.
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Accountability
A major task the staff and Marcy Advisory Council have requested is the

evaluation of general program achievement of its goals and its accountaVity for
those goals.

To be accountable means to be held responsible for something over which one
has control Schools have control over the goals they identify andover the environ-
ment they construct to achieve those goals. Whether or not they do achieve their
goals with particular children is influenced by many factors that are not within the
control of the school tiy the end of sixth gradg, children have spent only approxi-
mately 7 per lives in school During that time families, peer groups and
other,societal agents have had a large influence upon a child's motivation for and
ability to learn. Ultimately, only the children themselves can be responsible fol
what they learn.

Historically, thie_teiporisibility of schools has been misplaced sothat they have
been held accountable for what children learn. Several unfortunate effects result,
most important of which is that schools become defensive about those things they
can't, control and are actually relieved of the burden for those things they can
controlnamely, the environments they create for children.* The Marcy
Advisory Council and the Marcy staff as a whole have accepted a position of
responsibility for the quality of the environment they create for children in the
school.

Given this definition of responsibility for environment, and my role as internal
evaluator, the general design for that evaluation is as follows: 1) selection by
school participants of priority goals, 2) assessment of the environment of the
school as it relates to those goats, 3) assessment of children's responses to that
environment, and 4) feedback of information to relevant decision-makers.

I will describe further-theplementation of this design at Marcy:
Selection of Priority Goals

Throughout the fir;t year of Marcy Open School's existence (1971-72), the staff
and parents identified and then later revised a list of seventeen goals for children.
The Marcy Advisory Council, staff and Evaluation Committee (a standing
committee of the Advisory Council) have chosen three of those goals as being of
highest priority for evaluation

Goal 1: We want girls and boys to speak, listen, write, read and to deal with mathematical concepts
effectively and confidently

Goal 2: We expect that children will take more respoqsibility for their own learning in all areas
sacjaLELOnic, physical

Goal 3: We hope that children will increase their understanding of their individual rights and the
rights of 'others

These three goals are accepted as bein generally of greatest importance for the-
school. The other fourteen goals have not been abandoned, but for the school year
1973-74 were not considered as a foals for general evakuation.`

Assessment of the School Environment
A soMsol's creation of an environment inclUdes the arrangements provided for

use of time and space, the materials and activities made available for children, and
the nature of the interactions that take place between adults and children. These
are all dimensions over which the school has direct control and that should be
consciously designed toiacilitate children's growth in goal-areas. At Marcy Open
School my work as internal evaluator has been tci:;) collect information about each

Ruth Anne Aldrich, "Innovative Evaluation of Education," Theory Into Practice 9 (Feb 1974) 1-4
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of these dimensions through use of classroom observations, mapping, photog-
raphy, teacher questionnaires and children's interviews. I have sought information
about the environment as it relates to each of the three goal-areas stated earlier.

Time: How much time is given to formal instruction in goal-related activities instruction in reading
skills, writing techniques, math skills, group discussion skills and techniques of responsibility? How
much time is available for the children to icdormallw use the skills they are learning reading for enjoy-
ment, being read to by adults or other children, writing about experiences, applying concepts of
individual rights in informal interactions with others, and discovering effects of being responsible for
projects?

Space: How much space is available for goal-related activities? How readily available is that space?
How undisturbed is that,. space?

Materials: What materials are available to the child expressive materials, books, magazines, wrong
equipment, listening equipment and recordkeeping materials? What range of ability and subject doW
those materials reflect?

Activities: What activities are provided to encourage growth in goal-related areas. language
development, mathematical concepts of balance, design, calculations, understanding of the effects of
not following-through on commitments, and increasing sensitivity toward self and others? How are
those activitie's chosen?

Interactions: What is the nature of interactions betvmen adults and children?. I s there an expectation
that children express themselves verbally, in writing and through artistic expression? Is an expectation
communicated to children that they take responsibility for their own actions? Are they allowed to fail
and to t rn from that failure? Do adults express a resjkct for the rights of children and communicate
an expec lion that children will respect the rights of others? '

This list is not exhaustive, but all of its dimensions are deafly within the control
of the scho81and school people should make conscious decisions about them.

Assessment of Children's Responses
Th gh the schopyilust not be held directly accountable for what a child learns

be
kn
mo

ause of other influences described earlier, a part of its accouritability is in
wing how children are responding to the environment it has created and in

the environment if the children's responsei are unsatisfactory. There is a
distinct differen4e between knoWledge of what a child learns and knoWledge of
how a child is responding The question is not one of what a child can do, brit
instead of what the child does. This difference is reflected in Marcy's goals which
state the desire that children will read effectively and confidently, rather than that
they will know how to read, and the expectation that children will take responsi-
bility for learning, rather than that they will
evaluation, therefore, must look at the
within the school -environment.

To facilitate gathering this information, I have selected a sample of 20 percentof
the September 1973 enrollment at Marcy School from aenong children of each age
group, children of racial minorities and of the. racial majority, and children
categorized as special education. Through classroom observatidn, children's,
interviews, photography and collection of classroom and school records, -the
following information has been made available for each of those,children: '

know how to take responsibility. The
estion of what children actually do

Goal-relatedness of activities during one day in October and one day in April
Participation in and products from various school interest-centers
Samples of weekly or monthly classroom-activity records
Participation in special education and counseling programs
Growth in language and math skills over a two-year period
Growth in affective characteristics throughout each one-year period
Standardized test scores in reading and math
Excerpts from end-of-year-reports to parents
Collected samples of art work and:writing.1 53
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This informatiii4 has provided a profile of the involvements and growth in goal-
\ areas of the sample of children

Feedback of Information to Decision-Makers
For evaluation to serve an ongoing formative function, we need to consi*r the

ipformation as it is collected, rather than at some pre-specified endpoint in time.
Thus, feedback must be a constant process All information that I collect at Marcy
is given to the teachers involved, as soon as feasible to do so The form of
communication may be ether written or verbal Specific details are included,
identifying children, activities and times so that the information can be used in
appropwtte and meanirigf61 ways for planning

In addition I make larger summary reports available to the total Marcy staff and
Marcy Advisory Council A preliminary report is presented in midyear, and a report
summarizing.all the information,collected for the year is presented in May In eac
case I generalize information so that individual classrooms and children are nqt
identifiable to-the reader, but I include sufficient detail so that deCisitns can be
made on the basis of the data

Having received the information, tht decision-makers themselves (be they
individual teachers, schoolwide committees, Advisory CoUncil members or
parents) have responsibility to judge the success of the school in providing
adequately for children's growth Ttiey are also responsible for making decisions
about possible modifications of prtgwn and how to best achieve them Such
decisions might involve rearrangements of space, changed grouping of children, or
sharpening of teachers' skills through staff.development.

Conclusion

This model of school evaluation has been implemented in an open school. The
implications of such a process are not limited, however to open or informal
education Schools should be accountable for what they provide for children, no
matter what the structure of the program might be. Regardless of the setting,
evaluation can serve the function of reflecting information about; that
environment

Schools should be growing, evolving institutions aware of their successes end
designing change for their failures Through a realistic definition of accountability
and an active program of evafuation that process' can becOme a reality (qr. all
schools ,

Children's
Intervieyvs
Nancy Ann Miller °

7

Over the past' several yeats the staff at the University of North Dakota's Center
for Teaching and Learning (formerly the New School for Behavioral Studies_ in
Education) has,been working to develop new forms of evaluation As sponsors of a
Follow Through approach, we have directed much of our evaluation,eff4rt toward
developing interview instruments with particular emphasis on community
participation

5.1:
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This article will attempt to provide a general' description of a children's inter-
view, ''And What Do.You Think?," and to describe wa0 it can be used as a

. teed,back tool for persons attempting to understand the classroom interactions of
teachers and children

Development of. the Interview
Mirk on the interyiewl tirst began in Chicago, 1970-71,2 by a research staff

haying input into the process of -opening"' four inner-city classrooms in two large
Chicago elementary schools The staff soon realized that much of our discussion of
yy here children were or what would be good tor, them was based on our

*interpretation of their classroom actions with little testing of our speculations
against what _tilt: children themselves perceived about who they were and what
thee needed

dye began evolving the questions" by informally talkin., with children right in the
classroom about w hat the\ were doing, A anted lo do but couldn't, and so on. A
usetul reterence in the process was the approaCh used by Piaget3 when talking with

hildren .16'6(.t their conceptions of natural phenomenaparticularly his emphasis
on so tormulating a question that it allows'children to respond from their own
everiential and conceptual frameworks

Our tirst interviews were conduc d by three staff members who had spent,many
hours in the" classrooms as partici nt observers over a period of six to seven
months prior to the interviewing Thr ugh their varied exchanges with the children,
the questions and sequence Were revised many times and, as a matter of fact,
continue to be revised up to this trme.

The present interview consists of approximate enty open-ended questions
about the c hill s actiyities,ancl lAyolvement rn ool, teacher-child relationships,,
peer inFeraction, and the child's view of the classroom as an overall learning
env ironment -

Children are usually interYievved outside the classroom, one at a,time, to avoid
disruption I ntery ie\Ys are taped initially and then later transcribed so that they can
be analyzed more easily Length varies from thirty to sixty minutes We have found
twelve children (from a class of twenty-five to thirty children) to be a manageable
classroom-sample sizesmall enough to allow completion of the interviews and
are eriough to provide a good picture of the interaction patterns and activities in
the classroom as seen trom the children's perspective Confidentiality of the
interviews needs to be stongly emphasized TI)roughout the interviewing process,
care is taken to avoid identification of individual. children and parents.

The effects ot such variables as the setting of the interview and age, sex, race and
familiarity ot the interviewer must be considered. However, our findings tend to
511o%% that most important to the quality of the interview Is the ability of the inter-
viewer to structure'releyant questions and to listen intently and nonludgmentally
to the`chilti These' skills, which require training and practice,, are also those
necessary for teachers in their interactions with childrenand are,too often over-
looked in teacher-preparation programs

Uses of-the Interview
. The present children's interview has been used extensively at the Center for
Teaching and Learning in .both Follow Through classrooms and' a wide range of
other classrooms (grades 2-7) across North Dakota. It, has served primarily to
provide useful information to teaching staffmost productively when its results
are given in a summarized feedback, along with results of teacher- and parent
interviews, in a team setting where disccission and clarification'are possible 4

An added benefit beyond the feedback to teachers is the opportunity for those in
teacher preparation to take part in the interviewing. An often reported result of this
experience is an increased sensitizing to children's experiences in the classroom

55 ;i 4
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Interviewers and teachers are often .surprised at the depth Sand range, of the
children's perceptions fo increase this kind of two-way 'understanding and
exchange between teacher and child is the major objective of the interviewing
process

It is interesting that some children 6n the interviews have expressed a desire to
'know more about what the teacher thinks and feels For example, one third-grade
child, whose teacher was under pressure to reverse the label of having the noisiest
classroom in the School, responded to the question, "Tell me something you would
like to know more about," with "How he [teacher) feels

One area of the interview deals with how the child prerceives the teacher in
terms of what he she does, likes to do or the kind of exchanges the child has with
the teacher The following responses are trom two children in two different class-
rooms to the question, ''Tell me what your teacher does in your classroom

She goes around and elp, people, like if they have a problem and can t figure out their math, she
comes over and she, get

he
cube box and show them how to divide a fraction And when

she plans with uv writes on he board when we plan And, like when we have discussions she usually
lead, them and tells'us some goods tuff When we have projects, she comes up to us,and brings us a
book and shows us the right pages to look at and stuff like' that .

He vvorks [unintelligible] and he checks papers and people who are messing around, he tells
them to quit and that and if they re throwing stuff, he hollers at them so they quit throwing it
Sometimes when they do stuff they re not supposed to they have to sit down in their desk and that He
cheeks quite a bit of papersand he checks the math books and we have likeevery week we have
like -I min a B book and somebody's in an A bookthey have sheets that you have to work with, and
ke one day he v got a B thing that goes up to the chalkboard, next day he s got a C, and so on like that

\\ hen the same childrer.were sked what their teachers like to do best and
also if and when they ,talked to ttlerr teachers,, their responses were

First child:, IA ell, not to go over and like tell people to get to work ono/ the time She likes to help'/
the different people that need help and that way she can go around and help everybody and give them
ideas for planning and show them how to do a fraction a lot easier anthbut a lot of times a lot of kids
get noisy and she has to go over and tell them and she doesn't like that very well because then she
can't help other people and show them what to do and easier ways and stuff

Second chid: t don't know You don't talk to him much, Just ij you have to get some work or
something Sometime, you gp up and talk to hurl about how you're 4rking in your books and he tells
you to come up and talk to him about what page you re goi "g to work and all that

,
Asked it the teacher talked to them about what they were doing, the first child

responded

Yes, she talks to you If you're working on your SCS, or like building she comes over to you, and says,
"bell, do you need a book on it, or do you need materials on it?".Some guys are making an ear harp
and she asked them, "Do you need some screws?" and the person says, Yes, and she, asked some
person to go uptown and get some screws for him, some other kids

To the same question, the second child responded: "
He just calls us up anytime and he asks us that you re going to do today and that stuff and 1 don t ,

knowonce a week or so he does it

These radically different pictures of a teacher's role do not necessarily indicate
that all the children in these two rooms perceive their teachers in the same way
Patterns often emerge, however and teachers may discover that, their own
perception of their role in the classroom differs from that the children have.

Some of the exchanges are very warming The following dialogue leaves out the
thoughtful pauses of the third-grade girl when responding to the question, When
is your teacher the happiest?" I

(She] likes us to do our work=when we're good.
"I-tow can you tell when your teactter happy?"
I look at her eyes and I can tell that she's mqor happy.

'1 51101
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"i40%). on you tell,b'y the eyes?"
When thi,y re harip'Y their eyes look happy like they have a smile on their eyes thhen mad they look

like a ball or tiresometimes they get red
I his really geir red?

Uhhhoifh
'( outil I learn this boss to tell hors people feel by tooking in their eyes?"
IA ell ms mother taught me [faughs1 she could tell sometimes if I was lying by looking in my eyes

Bill you could learn it too .

l(d)
'13, looking straight in their eyes like you re going to hypnotize them

One ( an also gain intormation about how the children perceive sex roles When
asked, Ire there some things nly buys can do in your classroom?,- children gave
the tolkming responses

Ibosl koms more than you do bot l know more math than they do
c 1n,s buss o,rett( \' k Because girls get hurt easier than boys can

,,,(,(r \A, (1\ ltrwr we [girls) might cut ourselves or something

yscr respOnses are gist n to the question of what things only girls can do, but
one so( h resttonse was

4

he girls can knit they only sew by hand they [boys] usually haye to be told to do their work and
the girls don

NIthout4h mony tae tors influence c hiklren's perceptions of sex roles, teachers
slI,,(11(l be aware ot.the role their own actions play in perpetuating stereotypes that
liwit a child's growth

mother inipukrtant aspect of ( lassroom living is the nature of the interaction
mg the ( hildren and whether they ,s now each other as resources and helpmates

( hildren pr vier to work with others and, when asked how aging so ,helps
thcco ty plc 01 responses are

Ikt' it you re haying ; 'ricotta.% maybe they would know, help'Pr)e understandlfetter
Ylell like it the whit r n,1 duesn t know s'oCnitt4ung you can tell them and explain 1,t and if you dfin t

know yornothing they can sort ot. explain it to sou you can learn more things that way, You can`help
AJ (c1/1 help hiro,learn soil! hi; didnt know awl' he can help you learn stuff you" didn t know.

a
Some (f wuldren w ill say that whether they like to work with others depends on the

spec tiy ityt invoked One Add, however, preferred working alone because,
I hen I can talk to myself out loud

Ci en the ohs ious relationship between the information one gets and the form
and manner ut (iking a question, the interview can be useful too in suggesting
questions rea( hells sho4/c1 be asking about their classrooms The problem of
stro( luring thejquestior so it does not suggest a response or limit children in
responding from their own experience is indeed hard to appreciate unless one has
"cons( iously worked at it Here the proct;ss of the interview could be useful to both
teachers and efilldren simply reflecting about information needed and finding
que,tiorr, to help elicirrt Children can anti should he more involved in this process
of asking questions about their environment In collecting intormation, it is easy to
get into the pattern of knowing the answer before one asks the question

We have also found in the interviewing that some children take much
cony inc mg that we really want to know what they think Generally the children
though sometimes shy or nervous will respond quite sincerely to thIe questions if
the interviewer is genuinely interested Otherwise, soicile children will play the
game of giving us what we want to hear 5

Core purposes of the children's interview are to encourage children to say what
they think and to stimulate those who listen to he affected by what is said.
Unforturlately, many classrooms do not have time for such dialogue, as there is too
much "work" to be done. Much of what happens in schools is based on "what
should be done- as determined by someone other that) the person doing it. Asking
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children what they think and responding to, their answers will not only help Ittlerill
clarify their thoughts, feelings and needs but extend and strengthen the
addition to practicing expression of their thoughts, the children are also
themselves learnmg to ask questions and hopefully to influence change

In many classrooms children are not encouraged to question or to express their
confusions Eliciting responses can be difficult, interest, acceptance and guidance
are crucial ingredients of a supportive environment The following responses are
from children Aced what they would like to know more about or projects they are
involved in .

,

"cell me something you Atld like io know more about?"
/ would like to know ever9thing in the whole world Do movie stars have to know everything there is

to know?
'Do you think you-could know everything?"
Well you would hake to have a big encyclopedia with everything there is to knowbut it would be

so htg that you would need a ladder to climb to turnitis pages and it would take over 100 people to lilt
it

IS1,,
I saw a lot of projects going on in your classrobm Can you tell me whit a project is?"
[Another Child ] Well, like if you're working on the stock market you write reports on it and you read

about ft .a.qi., want toknoiivinore about it and then like yfou have like a thouSand and you give that to
everybody and you have them buy stocks and you sho0 themvhenlike you can be a stockbroker
and sho;vv the other guy how to do it and plan and make a graph if the stocks go up or down and write
reports on, it how it's working out And, you can show the other kids how to do it and then make
stock; and it really goes nice for a while \

I6 We:iieed to learn more about space and how t affects us A typical response to
--'--the question, "Do you have a favorite place in he classroom?," is.

11--

Yeah one of thi carpeted corners in the robm Then its all fun if you go back and there's not
much noise there and it's a real nice cozy placelthat you can k ork in and there s music back there and
you can work pretty fast It's really fun ,

...?
¢¢ r.

While many children are bothered by noise an interruption,, the answer is not,
simply to restrict talking and movement but to consider spatial arrangements that
provide some isolation and facilitate quiet movement

Another uoint our interview experience has reinforced is that some children
need a surprAingly long time to respond to a question and do not respond well to
pushing One must work at "listening" and responding nonjudgmentally. Children
often have a good understanding of their needs but have difficulty knowing how to
find help in the classroom, For example, one third-grade girl said early in the inter-
view that she wanted toslarn more about math. Later, she replied to the question,
"What would you like for the teacher to stop doing?," with Giving us so much
math When asked to clarify this discrepancy, she responded that the teacher gave
them a lot of math but never really showed them how to do it This perception may
or may not have been shared by the other children in the class, but it is important
to know about especially since we can continue along a direction for a long time
before knowing 'how. ineffective we are.

Teachers can use the questions from the interview informally in the classroom as
a way of providing for continual feedback in conferencing and small-group
discussions For some children the one-to-one exchange is the most comfortable
setting, but they also need to develop the ability to express themselves in a group
setting Questions can also be built into inquiry sequences. For example, the
teacher asks for ideas for changing the room and then, in a nonjudgmental fashion,
receives suggestions, guides toward a consensus upon one suggestion (or the
number feasible),, and has a group actlially plan and 'tarry out the change. This
sequence involves getting feedback,about the classroom plus helping the children
become more articulate and able to plan and act. It is only one simple example of

......



stimulating exchange between teacher and children and of involving children in
classroom planning and change.

'-' The interviewing process itself might be "a profitable learning experience for
teachers who go to another classroom and do sortie interviewing. Again, the
problem of confidentiality has to be very carefully, cpnsidered Certainly, visiting'

mother classrooms and informally talking with children about what they are doing,
their likes, dislikes, etc , can be a fascinating learning experience. If interviewing of
a representative sample of children in a classroom were to be done, persons not
directly involved in the classroom might more productively do the interviewing
This kind of interchange too is a sensitive matter and should be approached so that
it is a positive feedback process for the teacher. The interviewing should be done in
the framework of a supportive staff development process

Presently members of our New School staff are attempting to relate the
children's interviews to teacher's interviews, scaled on classroom dimensions
described by Patton 6 Hopefully this would help us better understand the relation-
ship between the classroom structure and happenings as perceived by the teacher
as well as by the child A study is also in progress of the variance of children's
responses in different classroom settings and the relationship between the
responses and the setting.

Evaluation and accountability, though integral to learning and teaching, have
become multiiple-headed monsters in education. Often more money and enerOk
are spent on-)udging success and failure and on producing packaged success than
on supporting teachers and children in the difficult task of learning In this
atmosphere, neither children nor teachers can admit their weaknesses for someone
is always very willing and ready to hand them Judgmental criticism

If the process of evaluation is to be a positive stimulus in learning, it cannot be a
continually one-directional process with one side always setting the goals and the
process for attaining them and having the power to determine success or failure

The kind of exchange the children's interview hopes to stimulate calls for
increasing the active involvement of the children in their own learning and helping
the teacher to better understand their experiences The children's interview would
be sadly misused if it were ever to evolve into a "standardized' instrument used for
accountability purposes As an evaluation tool, however, it can be used positively
to help teachers and children -take a reading': of where they are. in the process of
learning and teaching.

Footnotes

1 Most recent copy of interview is available from author

2WOrk began on the interview in Chicago under a Ford Foundation grant directed by Daniel Schemfeld
31 Piaget, A Child's Conception of the World (Totowa, NJ Littlefield Adams), 1%7

43drQuarter Report, Teacher, Child, Parent Interviews, submitted to National Institute of Education, Center for Teaching
and Learning, University of North Dakota, July 1974

'The role of questions in the classroom is further emphasized by Francis Hunkins in his book, Questioning Strategies and
Techniques (Boston Allyn & Bacon, 1972), in which he discusses both the importance and strategies of questioning in the
classroom Too often classroom questions are based on a hidden agenda of right and wzong,answers and are one-directional
orteecher.to-child

61\4 Patton, "Structure and Diffusion of Open Education A Thjoretical Perspective and an Empirical Assessment,"
unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of Wisconsin, 1973.'' 59
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Reflection
inTeaching
Anne M. Bussis and Edward A. Chitter)den

In what ways do teachers think about teaching? How do they conceive of the
complex pattern of events that mark the school day? What assumptions do they
hold about learning.\and development? What are the grounds for their planning,
provisioning and evalbation? These and similar questions about teachers' beliefs
and understandings become increasingly important with change in the direction of
more complex classrooms and greater teacher responsibility for curricular
decisions .

During the past few years we have been interviewing teachers in order to study
some of these questions Although in-depth interview methodology is not common
in educational research, it fits well with a phenomenological N. iew of man The
phenomenological tradition in psychology historically has emphasized attitudes,
beliefs, understandings, values and perceptions as major determinants of human
behavior Applied to education, this view placqs greater emphasis on the impor-
tance of a teacher's internal perspective (thinking/valuiag) than on the importance
of a particular method or startegy in determining what happens in the clasroom
Depending on the particular theorist one reads, this internal perspective has been
referred to as "life space," "assumptive world," "belief system," "reference
system, and the like George Kelly's (1955) notion of "personal construct system."
seems particularly appropriate, however, because it so clearly suggests an image of
man as activist an image that is central to all phenomenological theory (see the
methodology article, pp 7-12)

Teaching-Learning Constructs
A personal construct means what the phrase implies a personal construction

or representation of some aspect of reality that is the result of n individual's
interpretation of his world. A construct may be likened in some r ects to a
concept, it refers to objects or events that a person .categorizes in hi mind as
somehow similar in meaning It is unlike a concept in that its boundaries the
range o experience to which it applies are personally defined on the basis of
each individual's past history, But constructs are not merely ways of interpreting
and labeling what has happened They are also ways of predicting and anticipating
events, as forerunners of action For example, the teacher who construes
block-building primarily as large muscle exercise will make different predictions

The authors of this art4 le have been involved in several projects related to questions of the role of teachers in educational
change These projects have involved interviewing, visiting classrooms and participating in workshops The comments

included herein are bawd, to a considerable extent, on the experience and findings of their principal interview study The
full report of this study, funded by the ford Foundation, is now being written

Reprinted with minor modifications from Notes from Workshop Center for Open Education. Spring 1974, pp 2 7 Copyright
1974 by the W orkshop ( enter for Open Education, Shepard Hall, City College, Convent Ave & 140th St , New York, NY

12031 Reprinted by permission "11,
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about this,activity and undoubtedly act In-:different ways from one whO construes

P. it as' heChild's concrete representation of thought
-IYO the extent that a person- is open to 'eedback,about the consequences of his

action, ,predictions via constructs will sometimes prove correct and sometimes be
touncl,vanting Thus, the revision of constructs is seen as a function of a person's
willingness to act on his own best judgment and his openness to feedback from the
environment Simply "having ,a new idea or feeling," while important in its own
right, is relatively inconsequential for affecting behavioral change Translating an
idea into Anon and experiencing its consequences count for much more and
constitute the basis of personal (as opposed to "academic") knowledge and
learning This last assumption points up the obvious importance of experience in
shaping personal constructs and suggests that, if significant progress in Leaching is
to occur, teachers need a quality of experience supportive of person& exploration,
experimentatipn and reflection

What we have been inter.esteciin studying, then, are the personal constructs of
teachers regarding the-teathinglearning pr.oce'ss, as well as their perceptions of
major supportive and inhibiting influences on their professional development Our
interviews were semi-structured and as informal as possible, encouraging the
teacher to stress and repeat whatever priorities and concerns were uppermost on
his or her mind The questions were open-ended and designed to elicit judgments,
opinions and reflection During the first part of the interview, questions relating to
the teaching pro*.-ss were discussed in some depth such topics as room
arrangement and (he value of different materials, the organization ot the day, the
nature of instructional planning, the role of children's interests and emotions in
learning, how to evaluate children's learning, and sO on The second portion of the
interview centered on the teacher's perception ot supportive and nonsupportive
influences on his or her professional development, including the role of advisers,

other teachers, administrators, paraprofessionals, parents workshops, course work
and school policies-.

lo

Constrticting Surface Content
One of the- most interesting problems of the study has been to interpret the

nation of "curriculm" in a psychological rather than logical way, in order to reflect
the broad range of teacher understandings and meanings The important questions°
firom a, phenomenological view are How does the teacher conceive the
curriculum? What is the teacher's personal "curriculum construct"? In attempting
to deal with these questions,,1.ve have distinguished two levels of curriculum At
one level, curriculum refers tb the variety of activities the teacher_ plans for and
encourages as well as thoseThe/she may merely permit or tolerate Because this is
what an observer would see going on in the classroom, we have thought of this as
the surface content of curriculum.

Organizing Content
At a deeper level, curriculum has an organizing content which consists of the

learning priorities' and concerns a teacher holds for children. To oversimplify
matters, what does the teacher want children in his or her classroom to know, do,
feel, think or care about? What qualities of learning are valued and are trying to be
promoted? As it turned out, these priorities and concerns were not too difficult to
identify from the recurrent- themes that permeated the interview and they
ranged from quite comprehensive ones to relatively narrow and conventional ones.
For example, a concern with children knowing "what they are about and why"
(i e., a condern with the qualities of intention and reflection) was considered a
comprehensive priority, whereas emphasiboi children demonstrating basic skills

.16
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and tacts expected at a particular grade level was considered relatively narrow We
should point out that "comprehenAveness'; in this respect refers not only to the
extent to which a priority engages the totality of children's cognitive:emotional
resources, but also to the subsuming power of the priority Thus, a concern for
intention and reflection generally subsumes a concern for children's acquiring
essential facts and skills although these are not viewed as tied to a specific
grade level

Making Connections
Having distinguished between activities in the classroom (surface' content) on

the one hand, and learning priorities (organizing content) on_the other, another set
ot questions deals with the connections and interconnections between them First
does the teacher perceive many, few or any connections between his or her
priorities and what is going on? For what puri5oses in the teacher's mindare
children building a block castle, or looking at leaves through a magnifying glass, or
making books filled with their own stories? Second, does the teacher conceive of a
particular set of activities as serving only one priority, with a separate set serving
another, and so on? Or, are activities viewed from many perspectives and seen as
potentially valuable for a number of learning pnoriiies? The nature of these
connections and interconnections theoretically becomes a critical factor' in the
degree ot psychological organization or structure that pervades a classroom

Inferring Priorities
It should be pointed out that teachers were never asked directly about curricular

priorities Rather, these were inferred from the substance of comments made .1'n
response to the many questions 'thoughout the interview. In all, seventeen
priorities were'identif:ed, eteven of these having a cognitive er4hasis and six
having more of a personal/social emphasis. Not only did teachers vary
considerably in the number and nature of priorities for which they were coded, but
also in the degree to which they seemed consciously aware of having priorities at
all One particularly interesting finding is the way in which the curriculum
construct appears to relate to a teacher's feeling of confidence Greatest
uncertainty was expressed by those who planned for a wide variety of activities but
whose priorities tended to be dominated by basic, skills, and good behavior
concerns These teachers were experimenting with, surface curricular changes, but
had difficulty seeing connections between many of tilese activities and their major
concerns While they believed in an abstract way that worthwhile learning should
be going on during these activities, they were struggling to understand itand were
frequently worried about it In contrast,, teachers who planned a wide variety of
activities and who held comprehensive curricular priorities could more often see
connections between what was going on and what they were trying to promole
as could tea hers holding relatively narrow priorities and not engaging in much
surface curr ulum experimentation

Examining Intuition
Obviously, we cannot do Justice to the observation abo4 teachers' curricular

thinking and feelings of confidence or uncertainty in the short space of this article
This is not the intent. Rather, our purpose is to point up some questions one'can
ask about teachers' thinking and to raise a basic issue How important is it for
teachers to be able to analyze, reflect upon and articulate their basic assumptions
about teaching? Although there are differences of opinion on this matter it seems
to us that analysis and articulation 'of the teaching/learoing environment are im-
portant in at least two respects. First, analysis and articulation are critical compo-r 62
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nents of the teacher's ability to communicae to others to administrators, to
parents, to other teachers (and, in a much more subtle 'and complex way, to
children) This certainly is the most commonly mentioned and widely debated
sense in which analytic articulation can be seen as important But second, and less
commonly discussed, analysis would seem important for the teacher's evaluation
of his /her own efforts especially when things start to go poorly or to stagnate
What conscious frame, of reference can the teacher bring to bear in an attempt toianalyze what is happening? Can he/she look at the rel tionship of curricular

andto surtace content and bepn to sort out priorities When called for, can
teachers examine thewords and nothe uses? We are not advocating that a teacher
should be able tb formulate a ratio ale or purpose for everything he she does in
the classroom, and we certainly are not denying that the immediacy
complexity of teaching demand heavy reliance on, common sense and intuition
The point is, can the intuition later be examined in a.reflective way?

Toward Ongoing Professional Development
This issue has a direct bearing on one's view of professional development

Perhaps the aost prevalent notion of teacher development is one that implies that
the engag,b.ment of a teacher's critical and conceptual faculties. will be most

1tense during preservice training.and the initial two or three years of experience,
d after a certain level of mastery and efficiency has been acquired, inservice

education is more a matter of maintenance and retreading In a recent study
(Zahorik 1973) in which teachers were asked to throw otf the (.enstraints of their
actual teaching situation and to imagine an ideal teaching situation, 'findings
suggestedlhat the options mange teachers actually perceive in teaching are options
between two or three accepted methods to achieve a given goal As advocated by
open education, howe,yer, when the options broaden to include not onlonon-
traditional activities and methods, but the very goals themselves, then curricurar
decision-making becomes considerably more complex Commensurate with this-
view of teaching is a conception of professional development as ongoing with
the goai being to sustain the critical reflection and conceptual growth of teachers
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publication outline new frame of reference for meaningful evaluation
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